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UHF_ AUDITRONKS TRAIVTIONContinues

OUR BRAND NEW 2600 SERIES
is tie PERFECT UPGRADE for those
thoa.sands of stations that have had
AUDITR.ONICS consoles over the past
thirty years. Designed for th a. TIGHTEST
of BUDGE-S, it is nonetheless the highest
perfom-ance console Auditronics has
eve- offered!

A MODULAR DESIGN, the 2600
features twelve input channe.ls, a monitor
module with control room, studio, cue,

tel2.63.3-ACC/fax 252-635-4857/sale.
600 Industric I Drive, New Bern, North Carolina,

headphone and talkback circuits, and
an output module with PROGRAM,
AUDITION, both pre and post fader
MONO outputs, and independent meter
selection. Optional line selector and tape
remote modules are also offered.

This countertop design fits efficiently
in only 25 by 26 inches or space, and like
all our consoles is fabricated from steel
to withstand the rigors of a broadcast
environment.

UDITRONICS
Circle (131) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.



Everythint
you've ever wanted.

Everytrimt
you've ever needed.

Everythini
you'd expect from PR&E's legacy.

And...it even looks better
than Jennifer Lopez.

:131VIXdigital
next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

Circle (104) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Never Go Off the Air!
Get Scott Studio's'

*IBLE
Fail -Proof

NVDigital Audio System

Scott Studios Delivers Radio's Only Self -
Healing Redundant Digital System
Major stations in major markets choose Scott Studios' Invincible.
It's a mirrored pair of top -of -the -line SS32 digital audio systems,
plus Scott's exclusive diagnostic watchdog that double-checks ev-
erything several times every second by fast USB. At any hint of
trouble, the backup automatically starts playing where the prob-
lem unit left off! Invincible switches so fast that most listeners
hardly hear a glitch. In fact, one touchscreen controls both sys-
tems seamlessly so some announcers don't notice a switch.
Hands -free redundancy is one of many reasons why major sta-
tions in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, DC, San Antonio, Phoenix and
Toronto installed Scott Studios' SS32 recently. 3,500 stations in the
U.S. have Scott systems and those of our sister company,
Computer Concepts Corp. More stations use our systems than
the second and third largest digital vendors combined! Our cus-
tomers benefit from the biggest and best service and support staff
in radio's digital audio industry, with 105 people at your service.
Scott's Invincible SS32 is the most robust digital system of all! SS32
delivers more streams of perfect uncompressed and MPEG audio
than any other system. You get industrial rack computers, the fast-
est CPUs, mega -memory, hot swap redundant power supplies, ul-
tra -fast RAID mirrored hard drives, extra cooling, NT networking,
two premium four -output stereo audio cards per system, the best
flat panel touchscreens and up to a 5 -year exchange warranty!
Nothing else gives so much peace of mind as Scott's Invincible.
Scott Studios SS32's user-friendly intuitive touchscreen is the sim-
plest for announcers to use and gives all the features that creative
major market air talent demands.

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
H 8 8 4 18 2 6 88

1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

For example, SS32 delivers:
 30 sets of 30 hot keys for instant play of jingles and effects.
 Cart walls that play song requests within 1 to 3 seconds.
 Display of last
 Ripper puts CD music on hard disk digitally in 18 to 28 seconds!
 Easy voice tracking in context in air or production studios.
 Fast "no -dub" production uploads from Sound Forge.
 Phone recorder with audible scrub and waveform editing
 SS Enterprise supervises 24 stations over the Internet!
For details about SS32 Invincible, go to ss32.com or call toll -free at
1 -888 -GET -SCOTT.

Shown above is the top -rated "Big Boy" morning drive
personality pointing to the SS32 touchscreen at KPWR.
Power 106 FM in Los Angeles. For details, visit ss32. corn
or call 1 888 GET SCOTT.

Scar Stadiod Pw

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Internet: scottstudios.com
Circle (105) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Currents
 Shively Hosts Engineers at AFCCE

 Klotz Digital Adds Armstrong

 MeasureCast Radio Index Hits All -Time High

 FCC Obtains Arrest of Pirate

 Colorado Radio Stat,on Fined

 Activate Launches Media Management System

 Eimac Co -Founder McCullough Dies

 MediaForm Launches Subsidiary

 RCS Debuts Selector Enterprise

 FCC Consumer E-mail Service Available

 Patriot Awarded PanAmSat Contract

 APT Adds to Sales Team

 Dalet Acquires ANN Systems

Web Contents
Currents

News updated daily. To receive the
headlines every week by e-mail, send
a message to beradio@intertec.com

Studio Spotlight
WBAA at Purdue University is a work in
progress. See how the project is going.

Open Mic
Have something to say? Care to opine?
Send it to beradio@intertec.com and
read it here.

el

Computer Concepts and CBSI Swap Software:
Computer Concepts Corporation (CCC)
announced that it has acquired Wicks
Broadcast Solutions' Digital Universe automa-
tion system. MORE.

Sennheiser Promotes Winkler: Karl Winkler,
veteran brand manager for Neumann, has been
promoted to director, marketing communica-
tions, for Sennheiser. In his new position,
Winkler will oversee all advertising, public
relations and field communications for the
Sennheiser, Neumann, Innova-Son and D.A.S.
Audio brands. MORE.

First Harris BMXdigital Purchased: Harris
announced that its first BMXdigital console has
been purchased by Premiere Radio Networks
to launch the national syndication of the Kidd
Kraddick in the Morning show. MORES

KA101101
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address has changed

...our commitment
is the same

In keeping with an illustrious
legacy. Crown Broadcast has be-
gun adding a new chapter to the
rich history of the Crown name. To

meet the needs of broadcasters
worldwide, Crown Broadcast has

taken a proactive approach in re-
searching and developing new
technology.

We are committed to ushering in

the Twenty -First Century with a
range of technically innovative
products designed to anticipate

FM 30

FM 100

FM 500

the changing dynamics of world
broadcasting. while keep ng the

heritage of rugged reliability That

is Crown.

In the coming months, visit our

website to see new ideas. new
products. and new directions.
Crown Broadcast is committed
to keeping your investment
paying off year after year.

Visit us at

www.crownbroadcast.com

LROW\ BROADCAS I
ANNOUNCES FMX SERIES
TRANSMITTERS AT NAB

Digital System Managament (DSM)
structure
 Menu -driven digital control system

and display
 Monitcr and set transmitter functions

at front panel
 Password protection of system control
 Sophisticated fault alert and logging

Remote System Management (RSM)

opion
 DSM structure accessible from any

phcre
Natural voice communication from
transmitter
Password protected

 System operating functions evaluated
and reset remotely

 Alert by phone in the event of system
faults.

Crown FMX Series Transmitter models

include the FMX 30, FMX 100. FMX 250,

and FMX 500. DSM structure and the

RSM option can also be retrofitted to
111 current Crown transmitter models.

crown
Crown Broadcast
25166 Leer Drive

Eikhart, IN 46514-5425
219-262-8900

A division of
"nternational Radio & Electronics Corp.

Circle (106) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.



Renewed interest

Radio is about to get a shot in the arm. Satellite radio
stands ready to serve millions with the start of
services from Sirius and XM. Wall Street expects

that the services will have a combined subscriber base of
60,000 by the end of this year. This expectation grows to
a combined 8 million by 2004. That's a lot of listeners.
So where does this leave the terrestrial radio stations?

IBiquity Digital is working hard and fast to complete its
IBOC DAB system. The latest demonstrations show the FM
process very well. While the improvement is subtle at
times, the main difference is in the stereo separation and the
high -frequency clarity. The AM demonstrations also sound

very good, although the demos I have
heard do not display the advances to
their full potential because of the source
material (mostly voice).
On the last few demonstrations I

have attended, which were at NAB and
the ARMA Expo, I listened to the
material, but I have also watched the
other demonstration observers. It is

interesting that the level of under-
standing concerning IBOC develop-
ment is truly digital; IBOC knowledge

is all or nothing. Some people are very familiar with the
concept down to fine details. Most people are not aware
of the current technology at all. Most of the people I ride
with have not heard the demo before.

One issue that has been raised deals with simulcasting the
analog and digital signals. Lucent Digital Radio proposed
sending different program material on the analog and digital
carriers. USA Digital Radio did not support this idea, which
has been carried through to the iBiquity method. This is
mainly to overcome the digital acquisition period required
when the radio is tuned. The analog audio plays immediate-
ly while the radio's buffer works on the digital carrier. A
seamless transition from analog to digital then occurs.
This is a necessary step during the hybrid analog/digital

phase. Until the acquisition time is reduced, no consumer
will tolerate waiting six seconds until audio is produced.
I expect that it will be possible to shorten the acquisition
time at some point, but multicast audio is not part of the
design of the current hybrid IBOC system.

Once a fully digital system is used, I see no reason why the
entire data pipe could not be used for more than one audio
channel. It is expected that the transition period will take up
to 10 years. After that, allow the broadcasters to choose how
they use the bandwidth. By then, smarter radios will be

available that can adapt to varying data transmission rates
and download additional encoding algorithms.

I have always felt that the improvement in audio quality
will lead to IBOC acceptance. Granted, most consumers
can't hear the difference between medium bit -rate and
high bit -rate, but there must be more incentive to buying
a new radio than a lateral move.
The added data capacity has not been a primary interest

to me, but my feeling has changed. Internet radio and
satellite radio offer additional information and program data.
As services grow, listeners will become accustomed to this
feature. Terrestrial radio will need similar enhancements to
survive. Some of this capability was available with REDS,
but there was no precedent for it. It was technology in
search of a market that had zero demand.

I have experienced a change of heart about IBOC. I visited
the iBiquity offices after the ARMA Expo. The developers
in the lab are serious about the technology. Most of the
researchers and developers have radio backgrounds. They
believe in what they are doing and that it will work well. 0

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

Editorial
Excellence
BE Radio picked up two
ASBPE Midwest Regional
Awards in the recent annual
awards contest. In the Regular Contributed Column
category, BE Radio was presented a Silver Award for the
FCC Update column, written by Harry Martin. In the
Case History category, we received a Bronze Award for
the Sirius Satellite Radio Facility Showcase by Conrad
Trautmann in the November 2000 issue.

American Society of
Butiinese Publication Editor%

READER RESPONSE

E-mail:
beradio@intertec.com
FAX:

.913/967-1905
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Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

4

WIRELESS

,8

0

2 3

 5 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM

 15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portable Inmarsat
terminals (with optional
ISDN module)

 15 kHz ionreak-time,
"Store and -Forward"
feature may be used on
many mobile circuits

 Optiona_ battery kit
delivers power for
up to 7 hours

t

THE CODEC FOR TODAY

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTURE

Yourremote equipment toolbox

may already include ISDN anc

POTS codecs plus a slew of other

stuff. Now they are talking about

high speed GSM digital wireless

and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approach is

designed with this future

in mind. The core of

the Matrix's flexibility

revolves around full

access to its powerful

coding engine through

easily inserted

modules and upgradeable flash

memory. Whatever may be coming

down the communications pipeline,

the Matrix is ready.

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

POTS

 15 kHz full -duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

Circle (107) on Free Info Card or go to
www.beradio.com.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel: (978' 253-1800 Fax: (978) 635-0401 Toll Free: (800) 237-1776 in North America
Email: infr>acomrex.com www.comrex.com
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Contract Enginetwing

Building and maintaining a client base
By Mark Krieger, CBT

In our ongoing discussion about the business of con-
tract engineering, we've touched upon the impor-
tance of managing records, resources and risks. This

month, we'll take a closer look at what it takes to
accumulate and maintain the most important asset of all,
a satisfied and abundant clientele.

Getting started
A lien launching a full-time contract business, many

engineers find themselves relying on one or two key
clients to carry them through the first year of operation.
There's nothing wrong with this, providing that sufficient
time and energy are invested in building and diversifying
the client list.
To begin the process, establish a radius that defines the

extent of the geographic area over which you're willing
to extend your services. Starting from the center, com-

and an existing client reference list. Be sure to address
these directly to the appropriate decision makers.
Mailings to "general manager", or other generic titles are
likely to go unread. Follow the mail campaign up with
personal phone contacts. In sales parlance this is known
as cold calling, and though it can be an intimidating
process, it's extremely valuable in establishing credibil-
ity and rapport with the people with whom you want
to do business.

Give serious consideration to establishing a website. If
you need help in getting started, you may not have to
look much further than your local community college or
university to find competent, reasonably priced web
designers. When setting up the site initially, make it
lean, well organized and information -driven. Consider
posting a client list (with prior permission) for referrals,
and include a page of before/after photos of past

projects. This is one more good reason to own
a digital camera (we'll talk about more in
upcoming issues). Value may also be added to
the site by posting radio shareware, useful
links, perhaps even a mail list server or
message board for local broadcasters where
one does not already exist. Once the website
is up and running, keep it fresh. This gives
visitors a reason to check in frequently. While
it's true that websites require time and effort
to build and maintain properly, they can build
a dynamic presence that may prove extraordi-
narily beneficial to your business.

Finally, don't ignore more traditional channels. Be
active in the local broadcast market by attending local
SBE meetings and regional shows. These are the places
to network and learn about and from your peers. State
broadcaster associations also provide an excellent op-
portunity to make new contacts. You may also be able
to purchase inexpensive professional card ads in news-
letters for these organizations.

Getting business quick tips
 Set a service radius
 Start a direct mail campaign, followed by personal phone calls
 Establish a website
 Be active in the local broadcast market
 Seek out non-traditional sources
 Don't neglect interpersonal communication

pile a contact list of every radio station within that area.
The Broadcasting and Cable Yearbook, published annu-
ally and available at many public library reference desks,
is one of several useful resources for this information, and
includes addresses, phone numbers and the names of
key management personnel. After compiling the list, add
any additional information you can glean from other
industry sources, such as who is currently handling
technical services, and pending ownership or facility
changes. In short, make a point of learning as much as
you can about every operation in the market, regardless
of size or class.

Once you've refined your records and knowledge of
stations within the service radius, it's time to begin a
systematic program for making contacts with each oper-
ation. To begin with, you may want to start with a direct
mail campaign that includes a personalized letter of
introduction, a comprehensive list of services offered

Non-traditional sources
Not every potential client owns a radio station. In fact,

it's surprising how many sophisticated audio production
facilities have found their way into local schools and
churches. Each of these offers a potential for mainte-
nance contracts or upgrade projects.

The proliferation of Internet broadcasters is another
possibility for client development. Locating non-traditional
clients may require a significant amount of networking, as

10 BE Radio July 2001 www.beradio.com



"You just have to speak
to the right people."
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Shannon Block, on -air tc7rent at KRQQ FN, atthe VA

"After looking at several options, we decided
on the VADIS platform and DC consoles from
KLOT!," says John Decker, Chief Engineer,
Capsar Communications, Tucson. "Wny?
First, our install would be much faster s nce
most of the plant wiring could be -eduzed to
a simole Ethernet line and a fiber optic cable
connecting each room with our rack room.

Secondly, all four stations were to be housed
in the same facility, and we had tc sha-e audio
sources all around the plant. This is a function
that is part of the KLOTZ system. Our ertire
plant is now based on a digital auJio back-
bone' that provides an improved audit signal.

'We also purchased five DC consoles. The
air to ent finds the DC consoles simple to
opercte. They can put any source in cur plant
on any fader of the console with a simple LCD
button in the meter bridge. Giving the operator
the ability to call up any source tc a fader is
great since each operator prefers a diferent
arrangement of sources on the console

on sole.

Installed in world class facilities
Integrated platform concept

E = Fiber optic networking
Any audio source, anywhere

KIM
DIGITAL
58:5 Peachtree nductrtrIl Blvd
Bldg. 340
Norcross, 3A 30092

 Phone 678-956-9900
Far: 678-966-P903
www.lcotzdicitaLcom

Circle (108) 3n Free Info Card or go 13 www.beradio.com.



Reliability.
It's not just a word. Reliability means peace
of mild in your automated operation.
N7,1h ng is more important than staying
on :he air. Smartcasters are custom
desizned to keep you broadcasting.
Learn more by watching our reliability
pre:ntation on our website.

Rock solid dependability you can rely on
year after year.

When your digital audio system
has you down, call SMARTS!

Broadcast Intelligence.
Digital radio that r ekes sense.

SMI4RT5
Elraacica_s t Systems

www.sma rtsbroadcast. corn
800-74 SMART (800-7'7.327T3

info©smartsbroadcast.zom
2508 West Man Street PO Box 284 Emrrets).ag. Iowa JSA 50536

Circle :109) on Free Info Card or go to WWN.

Born free.

RemoteMix
Phone Line Jack

Ihiraleas Phone
H3E dset J aCK.

Raptor One
Audio Interface JK Audio

Pernote broadcasts over a cell phone? No problem. This little )15:k

to: converts the 2.5mn headset jack on your cell phone tc a

nodular RJ-11 jack, which connects directly to any JK l udio
FenneMix series mixer. Use your wireless phone to dial or arsv?,r

tie call - use the microphone and headphones plugged into yr Jr

FernoteMix during the call. It's never been so easy to be so fief_ Rer oteklix SE ries

JK Audio Toll Free (USA 8 Canada) 310-552-9316 F1113 Bootl [1635
Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax 8 5-78.-95:2  www.jkaulio.com

REMOTE BROADCAST GEAR

Contract
Engineering

there are no readily available public
domain databases to tap. For clues,
check with local sound equipment
suppliers and other professional con-
tacts (remember the importance of
networking) to begin building a list.

Maintaining the
business relationship

Landing a client is only half the
battle. Once you've signed a new
account, you have to provide real
value in order to maintain a long-
term relationship. Quality work and a
fair price structure are important, to
he sure, but often your interpersonal
communication with a client means
just as much to them as the service
you provide. Remember that when a
competitor comes along (and they
will come) it's easy for them to
undercut you on a per hour basis. If
you don't provide a face, a voice, and
a forum for feedback, on what basis
does your customer have to judge
you other than the bottom line?

Consider the following: Let's say
you sign a transmitter maintenance
contract with a client that amounts
to 16 hours a month. All the contract
requires you to do is perform routine
maintenance, record keeping and
emergency calls. If you simply
perform those duties on a routine
basis and nothing more, the only
time the client is likely to hear from
you is when there's a problem or a
late payment. This is not the kind of
rapport that builds positive associa-
tions. But by extending yourself
personally through courtesy calls or
lunch outings, you'll give your client
a chance to socialize, ask questions,
and genuinely develop the feeling
that you are a part of their team. And
that, more than any other single
factor, is what builds a successful
business relationship.

Mark Krieger, BE Radio's consultant on
contract engineering, can be reached at
mkrieger@drfast.net. He is based in
Cleveland.

Contract Engineering in September:

Billing and Collection
Circle (110) on Free Info Card or go to www.b:radio con
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broadcast ready
the front firing on -air
announcer mic of the
future, specially designed
for digi-_-al iroadcast stud os

immune to all electrostatic
and magnetic interferences
frorr surrcunding equipment

two stage patent -pending
windscreen design for
supe-ior plosive prctecton

reduced p-oxirrity effect for
consistent sound

 complete with professional,
sp der type shock mcunt End
ex=ernal pop/wind screen
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casting
Making money on the Web (the 2001 plan)
By John Caracciolo

It is amazing how much change a year brings. At this
time last year, the NASDAQ was in the 4,000 range,
every radio station in the country had a revenue plan

involving the Internet, and Internet advertising was
predicted to grow by 70% to 80% in 2001. Everyone had
a website plan to make millions.

What a difference a year makes. Gone are the days of big
dollar banner advertising and the wild predictions of double-
digit revenue growth
and high infusions of
start-up public money.
Over 400 Internet com-
panies have gone
away. Is it a slowdown,
a correction or a reces-
sion, or is the percep-
tion truly a reality? Can
radio stations make
money using the Web?
How can you increase
your station's bottom
line using the Net?

Before you pack up
the server, put the jock pictures back on the website and
have sales start throwing the Web in as added value once
again, stop. There is a way to increase your bottom line
using the Web. Radio is the only medium that works hand
in hand with the Internet. Radio can drive listeners to a
website. It is up to the Internet site to make money with
the audience. We have to think like marketers, not radio
sales executives. This is a different type of medium and
a different kind of sale.

In the April 1999 issue of BE Radio, I wrote an article titled
The Web for Profit, and predicted an inctease of more than
$200,000 to the bottom line of our three radio stations. Well
a year later, and a lot smarter, I can tell you that in 1999 our
Internet advertising revenue line was more than $250,000,
and in 2000, Jarad Broadcasting achievedmore than $300,000
in Internet revenue dollars. Our budget line for 2001 is
$400,000, and we are over 60% there. How did we do it?

similar to radio, gave us a time spent viewing, number of
hits and number of pass throughs, and we applied pricing
that, again similar to radio, gave us a huge cost per point.
We typed all this hype and sent our sales people out, armed
with this new medium. Well, the results were dismal.
Advertisers were not going to pay the dollars we were
asking for a banner ad. The objections were the same: No
one looks at my ad; no one came in mentioning the ad;

your page is cluttered with ads; mine
does not stand out. We were making the
common mistake: Selling the Net like it
was a radio station.

This is a different medium. We had to sell
this medium on its own using our radio
stations for the sole purpose of bringing
the listeners to the site, and create new
exciting ways for revenue on the Web.

Radio is the only medium that works hand in hand with
the Internet.

Welcome to Oz
Radio rules do not work in Internet land. In the early days

of the Web, many radio executives felt that banner ads and
traditional advertising were the key to high revenue
potential. It was a radio executive's dream: unlimited
inventory, a captive audience, and a huge gross potential.
We started coming up with these great formulas that,

Money plan
BetOre we get into the three ways to

make money, we need to look at the
overall picture of the company and define
our purpose. Jarad is not a radio company,

it is a marketing sales machine. Every department exists to
increase the bottom line. We are in business to move
product for the client. We use every tool we have, be it our
three radio stations, our 47,000 square -foot venue, or our
websites.
We have thee ways to make money on the Web. All

three use the radio stations to drive traffic to the site, but
instead of site advertising, they are separate marketing
concepts that could survive on their own. We took a step
back and looked at the entire picture of our company
rather than looking at the Web as a separate revenue
business plan. We split this into three areas:

 Classified advertising on the Web
 Ticket sales on the Web
 Special event websites linked to the station home page.

Classified advertising. On Long Island, Newsday, our
daily paper, has a $350,000 per week business just from
help -wanted advertising. This is local, lucrative advertis-
ing business that radio does not get. We needed to figure
out a way to tap into this market. The Internet was the
answer. By developing a classified section on our website
and promoting the site exclusively on our three radio
stations, traffic at the site was over 150,000 hits per week.
We charge companies $250 per help -wanted classified.

14 BE Radio July 2001
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Process This!

Introducing

The NIL /7 Aphex 2020Mkil

Theorignal Aphex Model 2020 audio processor set the standard for audio quEli-, loudress
and ex ended :overage. Not content to sit p-, it; laurels Aphex continued o research ways to improve
perfornance e'en further. The result is the 2o2oMkII.

New processing algorithms and circuit designs, in addition to the fifteen proprietary circuits' from the
original, allow even greater loudness without sacrificing a clean, natural sound. The Mkll's increased
flexibility also gives a station the ability to create its own unique sonic signature. New features
include a split band optical high frequency limiter, a low distortion overshoot compensated low pass
filter* (with no spurs), improved remote control interface, RDS, and dual composite outputs.

Audition the new 2020 Mk11 on your station and you'll find that Aphex has really done its homework-
creating a processor with performance and features unmatched at any price. The 2o2oMk11 -in a class

by itse'f.

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds"
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
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casting
Companies keep their listing for one month.- The first
month, we had over 70 companies listed. This is pure
Internet income. The only commitment our stations have
to make is promotional advertising.

Ticket sales on the Web. Our company has developed
concert sponsorship advertising as a major
form of non-traditional revenue. The Web
has given us the opportunity to take this
one step further. We developed a site that
exclusively sells concert tickets to ever.
event in our listening area whether the
event is ours or produced by an outside

multimedia campaigns, why not sell them an Internet
page? WLIR.com is rated by MeasureCast as number seven
in the country for streaming audio sites. Naturally, our site
generates a ton of traffic per week, and our sales staff uses
that information to tie clients into the traffic. Our staff sells

a single announcement page on the Inter-
net for $300. We post a link on the WLIR
home page to the special event site. We
allow the client to keep the link and site for
one month. The client page is usually a
single page with limited graphics and text,
very similar to a press release. Last month

We were making
the common

mistake: Selling
the Net like it was

La radio station.

company. If the event is a station event, the iini, to
purchase tickets goes to an in-house representative that
completes the purchase fulfillment. If the event is a non -
station event, we link directly to Ticketmaster.com. Either
way, we train the listener to go to our site for all their
concert ticket purchases. We make all the money on our
shows, and provide a service to our listeners on the others.

Special event sites. Since our company specializes in
non-traditional forms of advertising and revenue, our
sales department is always developing events for clients
that require multimedia marketing programs. The Inter-
net gave us one more way to promote an event and keep
all the money in house.

If a client is promoting an event, naturally our sales staff
sells them a radio schedule. But, for events that require

our sales staff sold 40 of these.
The Internet is not dead, it just needs to be re -thought.

Radio station managers must realize that for reps special-
izing in selling air time, this is something new. Sustain-
ability will win the Internet game. Stations must set a
realistic pace and be in it for the long haul. Radio
executives need to focus their Internet business models
on ideas that generate revenue and take advantage of the
new Internet environment. The Net is growing. Users are
embracing it more. More people are getting broadband
connections. The rules have changed, and lots of the
competition has dropped out. The opportunity for radio
and the Internet is stronger than ever before.

John Carraciolo is vice president and general manager of Jarad
Rroadcasting Company, Garden City, NY.

On Air & ProductionTwo Studio DIct

W. NW

Live On Air
 Live Assist
 Automation
 Jingles, Phoners

The DL4 System II
comes complete with a

Triple Play and Record DL4 Workstation, 105 Hours of audio storage, 7 input play
switcher, 7 input record switcher, DL4-AUTO software for On Air, and DL4-SCHED

for Production and Scheduling. This powerful (2) studio system requires
only 2 customer supplied PC's and installation.

System H

fir'

Production
 Recording

 Editing
 Scheduling

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com
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S AS6 4000 AUDIO ROUTING SYSTEM

If the migration to digital is in your

future. I sn this is the route to take.

Introducitlg the big performance analog router that also speaks

fluent digital. A t-ue hybrid that allows you to scale the num-

ber of analog and ports as needed. And even beter, the
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Engineering

Tall AM towers
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Usually, bigger is better. But in the case of AM
towers, taller is not always better. A very tall AM
radiator is not always the best radiator. In fact,

without a considerable amount of expensive work, it's
not possible to successfully use a tower over 5/8 wave-
length (0.6250, and the FCC would probably not accept
it on the grounds of low efficiency.
The one -quarter wavelength ('/4, 0.251 or 90°) AM

radiator is generally the

5/8X
4X

1/2X
5/8Xk1/i°_

Figure 1. The effect of antenna height
on the angle of lobe radiation.

most popular today. Its electrical
length lends itself to easier
calculations and efficient radi-
ation. As AM antenna length
(height) increases, radiation
efficiency improves until we
reach about 0.53k. Radiators
taller than 0.53k have a slightly

higher radiation efficien-
cy, but at the cost of an
often unwanted high an-
gle lobe at about 60° for a
maximum efficiency

Figure 2. Radiation pattern of an
tenna longer than 1x.

Figure 3. High angle signals cause
skywave interference to the groundwave.

produce interference.

length of 0.625K (or
R/8X.), as shown in
Figure 1.
Daytimers with a

0.625k tower can
usually disregard the
60° high -angle lobe,
because it is not of-
ten that daytime ion-
ospheric reflections

But it is essential to examine the
situation if night and/or critical hour protection is required.
Nighttime operation using a directional antenna involves
careful manipulation to reduce high angle radiation, and
unless a strong skywave signal is required at a convenient
distance, 0.625k towers are not widely used.

FM towers for AM
In the early days of FM, and later television development.

some AM stations that obtained construction permits erect-
ed tall towers for their new FM or TV operation and hoped
to use them for AM as well. In many cases, the towers were
too tall for AM use without electrical modification; this had
to be planned prior to construction.

an

A horizontal long antenna of 1k or more will have a rather
useless radiation pattern (Figure 2). Lobes of radiation will
spring from the antenna at various azimuths and not provide
adequate coverage. Shorter horizontal antennas will have
the familiar figure -eight pattern from the sides. A vertical
long wire antenna of IX would transmit most of its power
skyward and would produce horrendous skywave interfer-
ence and little ground wave signal.

There are several long antennas that are very interesting
but do not have a modern application to AM work. Among
these, the Polyrod antenna is an excellent illustration of
radiation from a non-metallic device with a reasonable gain
and directivity. Unfortunately, it is only usable for micro-
wave purposes because it needs to be several wave-
lengths long, and even for UHF work the size would be too
great. However, it does fall into the region of long antennas.

The tapered antenna is fed by a short piece of
waveguide and performs as an endfire antenna. Di-
mensions are several wavelengths long and about 0.5K
in diameter, reducing to about 0.3k.

There is, however, one type of tall AM antenna that
has existed for a long time: the Franklin Antenna.
Unhappily, few are constructed these days, proba-
bly because of the FAA's dislike of tall structures, cost

and the lack of suitable interference/allocation clearance
to take advantage of the increased service contour. It was
also known as an anti -fading antenna.

Many AM stations produce interference and fading
signals to themselves. The Franklin anti -fading antenna
was designed to eliminate or reduce these problems. A
taller antenna can be used to obtain greater groundwave
coverage. Unfortunately, there would often be large
areas that received either interference or fading/distort-
ed signals due to excessive skywave signals.

The interfering skywave signal was the station's own
reflected skywave signal returning to earth near the further
reaches of usable groundwave coverage where the sky -
wave was stronger than the groundwave and ground
conductivity was high. See Figure 3. The 60° antenna lobe
was the cause, rather like a cow standing on its own tail.

More about Franklins
It was known that a half -wave radiator provided excellent

radiation characteristics. So the thought was why not have
two half -wave radiators mounted one above the other? In
other words, a full wave antenna. Unfortunately, full wave
antenna current distribution produces two half -wave lobes
with out of phase currents (and voltage), as shown in Figure

18 BE Radio July 2001 www.beradio.com
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News
BSI Partners with Dell and AudioScience

Dell has been selected as the platform provider for all of the BSI digital systems. BSI tested
PCs from various providers, including Hewlett Packard, Compaq and several custom -
builders. Dell provided the best combination of quality, non-proprietary hardware, service,
and overall value.

BSI President Ron Burley says, "We try to provide our customers with peace of mind. They
know they can rely on Dell, and they can rely on us. It's a partnership of trust."

Most BSI systems, including the $9,999 dual studio Series0 Powered by
ilu are built upon the Dell PowerEdge 300 workstation. An
exception is the $19,999 dual studio Series 210, based on
the Dell PowerEdge 2550 server with dual redundant power
supplies and swappable hard drives.

AudioScience has created the new $1499 4344 and $1999 4346 to be sold exclusively by
BSI. These audio cards each have an on -board MP3 CODEC and are capable of four
simultaneous playbacks. The AS14346 also has an RS422 bitstream input and GPIO.

MP3 is a more advanced algorithm than its predecessor, MP2. At the
same sample rate, an MP3 file will sound better than an MP2 file. To
get the same broadcast quality music that you've had using MP2, you
can compress an MP3 file twice as much. But, playing multiple MP3
files using a software CODEC takes up a lot of processing time, often
resulting in audio breakup or system sluggishness.

"Even with the fastest CPU on the market, a card with onboard
decoding capabilities is the preferred means to decode and play audio
files," said Greg Case, president of Broadcast Technical Engineering.

The ASI audio cards include specialized digital signal processing
chips (DSP's) that take the load off the CPU. Combine that with four
balanced audio outputs and you sound great, while taking advantage
of the most popular audio format in use today.

Da&

Affordable Digital Automation -

Air and Production just $11199

Full automation, live assist or satellite

Quadruple overlap

Voicetracking

Multip e station control

Support for any audio format

Easy interfacing with any scheduling or
multi -track editing program

Windows 2000, 95, 98, ME , NT or XP

Reliable. powerful. affordable.
Download Waveltation at

.uww.briura.com

Quote of the
Month

"If we have a network glitch,
we have confidence that our
WaveStation is fully flexibe.
We can just put our
automatior on and were
ready to go."

Matt Claik
KLEY- Wellington, KS

Calendar
Aug 23-25, WaveStation
Weekend Training Session

Sept 5, Demonstration of a
new aLtomation product at the
NAB. Call for an invitation.

Tipj Carts Cut Time Spent

Ever get tired of building logs with the same group
of three or four events over and over? Try putting
them in a cart and then calling that cart in the log.
Not only will it make your logs shorter, be much
easier to read. A cart with the description "Fade to
break" is a lot more descriptive than a group of
mixfade and deckfade macros. This is also a great
way to avoid running out of lines in your scheduling
software.

User File KKVV - Clive Millett

Clive works at KKW in Las Vegas, Nevada, where they use BSI's $299
WaveCart. He says, "I was the board -op during the mornings and I was
also the only production guy. I was recording all of Dur shows and
commercials in real time. For the holidays, I spent 3 days, 11-12 hours
a day, and it was a real headache. Last year I started recording it right
into Cool Edit and then loading everything into WaveCart."

He started out by jumping right into things. And whle we recommend
reading the manual, we know that not everyone does. "Technical
support was great because they were patient wth me," says Clive, 'At
one point, we weren't segueing, and the tech finally figured out what I
didn't know and showed me how to set it up so we sounded like we
were supposed to."

WaveCart also had features he didn't
expect. He says. "One thing we needed
was triggers, and we didn't even know they
were included. I was just reading through
the help file and found out how to do it."

Clive says, "WaveCart really cut down on
my headache time. I didn't have to sit
there and baby-sit."

Circle (115) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com. Send us your story

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International
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ONLINE SHOPPING NOW AVAILABLE!

www.kintronic.com

Click On LOGIN**
Click On SHOPPING
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RF Engineering
4a. This results in poor horizontal radi-
ation and excessive high angle signals,
as mentioned earlier.

The Franklin antenna consists of two
half -wave radiators mounted one above
the other and insulated from each
other. The lower radiator base is insu-
lated in the usual way. The transmis-
sion line is run up inside the lower
section, mounted
on insulators and
out of the induc-
tion field. At the
insulated space be-
tween the two tow-
ers, a phasing net-
work is mounted.
This changes the
phase relation-
ships so that the currents in each half -
wave section are in phase (see Figure
4b), and the efficiency of two half -
wave radiators is realized in terms of
increased ground wave and decreased
high angle signals.

Many years ago, an unusual direc-
tional combination of a tall antenna
and a vertical drop wire was autho-
rized for a 50kW station, and could be
again under the proper circumstanc-
es. The upper and lower elements of
the antenna were driven through a
modified phasor, which also controlled
a single drop wire suspended from a
guy wire. Each of the three antenna
elements was monitored by a stan-
dard monitor loop and antenna mon-
itor and handled like a regular direc-
tional antenna operation.

The installation ran for many years and
was generally satisfactory. One trouble-
some problem was caused by weather

affecting the mutual impedance at the
center of the tower where the phasing
circuit was located. This made it difficult
to maintain the licensed operating pa-
rameters for the array. Eventually, allo-
cation/interference conditions made it
passible to operate with a slightly short-
er, regular AM tower; and the DA section
was dismantled.

1/2k
1 /4X.313.

device
1/2k

Figure 4. Stacking two 10X radiators nor-
mally produce a phase -cancelled signal.

a limited
tion pattern, and hence the high
angle interfering signal. The almost
limitless ability of computers makes
it possible to fully model the impor-
tant characteristics of such an anten-
na. In the past, it was necessary to
make costly helicopter measure-
ments to satisfy FCC requirements.

In view of tower construction costs
today and the scarcity of suitable sites,
as well as opposition by many groups
to tall towers, it is not surprising that
most AM operators stick to the tried-
and-true 90° tower for most installa-
tions. Its performance is well docu-
mented, and it is easier to handle in
calculations; although, in these days
of universal computer availability, ease
of calculation is probably one of the
least important considerations.

extent,

There are sever-
al variations of the
symmetrical verti-
cal divided radia-
tor in use. By
changing the ratio
of the lengths of
the two vertical
sections, it is pos-
sible to control, to
the vertical radia-

E-mail John at batcom@ bright.net.

Affordable Custom Automation!
a lot of companies are more than happy to sell you an automation system. most of the systems are very good. but
sometimes you need something small for a custom installation. you could do it yourself if you had the tools..

Model ACU-1 Audio Control Unit
8 x 1 stereo switcher RS -232 controlled

faience sensor logic -level Ii0
simple command utomatic level control

S,ne Systems
visit our web site for more information on our products

nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.corn
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Data routers
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Networks attached to the Internet are most likely
connected by a routing switcher. By definition, a
routing switcher is a device that connects two or

more networks. For example, if your station is connected
directly to some form of Internet access, such as a Frame
Relay, Tl, DSL, cable, etc., or perhaps directly to the
corporate office, the network router will form the demar-
cation point between your internal network and the
outside network connection.

The term wide area network (WAN) describes a model
where groups of local networks, located in different
areas, are connected together. Other terms, such as

Enterprise or Campus networks, also
considered forms

Routers are used to
isolate separate networks.

of WANs, typically characterize the global (or
local) interconnection of networks within a company.

The Internet comprises a series of interconnected routers
that permit a user to access any available server in the world.

Web browsers accept a Web address as a name, in the form
of http://www.yoursite.com or as an address such as http:/
/123.456.789.000. Large routing switchers connected to
the Internet pass information to each other regarding the
closest path to a specific address. The Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) established the most efficient path (shortest
distance and number of hops) for a source packet to reach
its destination; this is similar to what happens when you dial
a number on a telephone.

What's in a name?
You may wonder how a domain name is routed. When

you type a domain name into your browser, it is sent over
the Internet and read by a Domain Name Server (DNS). The
DNS resolves the name into its assigned IP address, which
communicates that information to the router.

Routers are used to segment or isolate different net-
works. Routers function at the Network layer of the OSI
model and connect networks that use the same protocols,
typically TCP/IP, but will also function with other routable

protocols such as IPX. Many will remember a device called
the Bridge. In the earlier days of networking, particularly
with Ethernet networks, the bridge was used to segment
networks. In contrast to a router, the bridge operates at the
Media -Access layer that will only work with networks of
similar access -methods, such as Ethernet -Ethernet. Routers
allow a broader range of control in terms of what can pass
through the router and the path that it can take. The current
generation of routers provides a high degree of security.

In the case of a WAN, this could mean networks in different

buildings or states; however, it can be desirable to isolate
networks within a facility. An example would be to isolate
the network used for general business from the dedicated
network(s) used to serve audio program materials. Ethernet
networks use a collision protocol. Data transported through

an Ethernet network is broken into small
packets of information and transmitted

01 randomly over the Ethernet backbone.
If two or more packets transmit at the

fd
, /(:'°1 same time, each device waits a ran-

V dom amount of time and retransmits.
The current generation of high-speed Eth-

3Corn ernet eliminates some of the latency found in
earlier versions, largely due to the use of a full

duplex transmission scheme.
If too many devices connected to a common network are

presenting a large amount of traffic, network performance
can he affected or, in severe cases, stopped. Consider
networks that broadcast (or stream) audio/video data over
an Ethernet network-in this case, data traffic is almost
always present. If another network used for general busi-
ness functions was also connected to this Ethernet connec-
tion, overall network performance would likely be poor.
Inserting a properly configured router between the two
network servers would isolate the Ethernet traffic. Let's
assume that the traffic department, which normally only has
access to the general business server, requires the ability to
download program files to the on -air audio playback
system. The router can he programmed to allow data from
one address to pass through while blocking other traffic.

More than a pretty faceplate
Current routers are "smart" devices. Even the simplest

routers provide a high degree of control over how data
is handled. Configuring a router can also be challenging,
in some cases requiring extensive training and certifica-
tion. The technology of a router is based on a collection
of routing algorithms. The types of algorithms used vary
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turnkey hardware
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Networks

 1...

depending on the type and applica-
tion of the router, but here are a few:

Single -Path muting. Supports a sin-
gle path to a single destination.

Multipath muting. Permits multiple
paths of data to a single location,
permitting more efficient data transfer
and inherent redundancy

Flat muting. Operates only in a
peer -to -peer mode.

Hierarchical muting. Operates at a

So check this out -
Instant Replay& puts 1,000 of your
favorite noises right in front of you,
ready for instant playback No
other audio player makes it
so easy to be spontaneous
and creative. It's fast, it's
easy, and it's fun. Here's
the deal. One Instant
Replay can store over
24 hours of stereo sound

m That's 24 hours of sound
ct effects, spots, promos, even

entire songs - anything - and
C you can play any of them back

instantly by pressing one of 50 Hot
"71 Keys! There's no need for training. It's

self-contained and works right out of
Gthe box - just push the buttons and go!

Log on flib Now with Editing!

360syslems.com

St

Get

ory

Phone (818) 991-0360
the Fax(818)991-1360

higher level, act-
ing like a backbone,
i.e. large routers.
such as those used
by fortune 500 com-
panies; governments
and universities form
the backbone of the
Internet using the
hierarchical algorithm to pass address
information to each other.

Static muting. Uses fixed table map -

6vic(fwalv.

Hubs and switches
are the hardware basis of Ethernet networks.

pings that are established by a network
administrator, typically in small net-
works where traffic is predictable.

Dynamic muting. Builds mapping
tables based on traffic within prescribed
constraints. The router handles changes
in network configurations. Most
dynamic routers allow the network
administrator to program certain static
functions, if necessary.

Intradomain muting. Permits rout-
ing only within a particular domain.
Interdomian muting. Allows the

router to communicate with other
domains.

Link State muting. Allows the rout-
er to send part of the information
within its routing table to all other
routers on an intemetwork; also called
shortest path fist algorithm.
Distance Vector muting. Allows

the router to send as much informa-
tion as necessary to routers directly
adjacent to it.
Host -Intelligent routing. Employs

this algorithm and assumes the initiat-
ing source will handle all routing tasks
and will store and forward packets; also
called source routing.

Router -Intelligent muting. Assumes
that the initiating source has no infor-
mation as to the routing of data and
will provide the proper routing.

This should provide a fundamental
knowledge of network routers. Next
month we will look at network
switches and hubs.

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant
on computer technology, is president of
Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been
approved by the SBE Certification Commit-
tee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certi-
fied Broadcast Networking Technologist
exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 846-9000
or go to www.sbe.org for more information
on SBE Certification.
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Juggling Too Much?
Harris Can Help!

Taking care of today's broadcasting needs while

moving toward a digital future is a tough juggling act.

You need to maintain and, perhaps, upgrade current

systems. Maybe you're even contemplating complete

station makeovers. Fortunately there's a company

with the resources and dexterity to help you maintain

your balance Harris.

Automation
Whether you need single -channel, multi -channel,

or news solutions, Harris has a scalable automation

solution to fit your precise requirements.

Transmission
Harr.s has everything from replacement parts for

your current transmitter to a new analog or digital

transmission system.

 TV - UHF, VHF, DTV, DVB-T

 Radio - AM, FM, IBOC, DAB

 STL - single to multiple site linking

Systems
Who but Harris offers everything from a single console

to the design and installation of entire radio, TV, and

mobile studios? Come see our line of DTV products

to help you manage your entire system.

Service
Harris installs, maintains and repairs everything it sells.

And our broadcast training centers are available to

make your team as self-reliant as possible.

Don't Drop the Ball
Let us show you our newest solutions.

Circle (121) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com.

www.harris corn
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Update
Streaming under attack
By Harry Martin

Webcasters that survived the Copyright Office's
December royalty decision have been dealt
another nearly fatal blow. Beginning this year,

radio stations nationwide have been receiving notices
from advertising agencies demanding that they stop
streaming the commercials of the agencies' clients over
the Internet or face liability for breach of contract.

Last fall, advertising agencies signed a new contract with
the American Federation of Television Artists (AFTRA),
which represents actors who voice radio commercials.
The new contract pays the actors 300% of their normal fee
if radio stations play their ads on the Internet as well as on
the radio. These fees must be paid by the advertisers and
advertising agencies, not by the radio stations.

As a result, advertising trade groups began sending
advertisers letters reminding them of higher royalty fees. In
turn, advertisers and advertising agencies have been order-
ing broadcasters who stream their signals on the Internet to
stop streaming their made -for -radio commercials.
Currently, there are two kinds of streaming: passive and

active. Passive streaming occurs when a radio station
simply streams its entire broadcast over the Internet
without consent or advance notice. Active streaming,
however, occurs when a radio station either offers
streaming of commercials to advertisers as a value added
feature and/or charges a premium for streaming. In
active streaming situations, the advertiser or agency has
advance knowledge of the streaming and has either
approved or authorized the streaming of its clients'
commercials. However, both types of streaming com-
mercials trigger the advertisers' and advertising agencies'
obligation to make the increased talent payments.

As a result of the agency notices, numerous stations
have ceased simultaneous streaming of their stations,
and others have sought to delete or cover up the affected
commercials. There are a few stations, however, that
have agreements with AFTRA that allow Internet broad-
casts of commercials at no extra cost.

Stations that simultaneously stream their signals should
carefully review their media contracts to determine
whether they contain provisions that limit the authoriza-
tion to stream to situations in which the advertiser or
agency has provided written authorization. It is impor-
tant to identify the advertiser's or ad agency's position.
Station -friendly provisions contain language that holds
the station harmless for streaming commercial matter.

Pending notification from advertisers and advertising
companies, stations may continue to stream commercials.

If and when a station receives notice, it can either stop
streaming altogether or delete or cover up the affected
commercials. If a station chooses to cover up the affected
commercials, it may want to consider the option of ad
insertion technology. Essentially, ad insertions are Internet -
only ads that take the place of over -the -air ads. By using
such technology, stations can avoid the liabilities associated
with the streaming of made -for -radio commercials.

The American Association of Advertising Agencies and
the Association of National Advertisers, which represent
the interests of advertisers is negotiating with SAG and
AFTRA for lower rates, but no relief is on the horizon.

Newspaper -radio on hold
Chairman Michael Pom. ell withdrew the broadcast-

newspaper cross -ownership notice of proposed rule-

making from the May meeting agenda. Powell had
expressed interest in re-examining the rules, stating: "I
don't know why there is something inherent about a
newspaper or a television station that means they can't
be combined." However, disputes between the then
sitting Commissioners, especially between Commissioners
Tristani and Furchtgott-Roth, over the wording of the
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, forced Powell to pull
the item for the time being.

Commissioner Tristani reportedly did not wish to include
language in the NPRM that indicated a willingness to ease
restrictions. Commissioner Furchtgott-Roth, on the other
hand, was unwilling to include language that suggested
that there was any justification for retaining even the
current restrictions. While Commissioner Ness was willing
to begin a rulemaking, she too was seeking concessions.

It is expected that this notice will be deferred until the
three new Commissioners, recently sworn in, become
familiar with the issues.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@lhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Commercial and noncommercial radio stations in the

following states must tile their biennial ownership
reports or! or before August 1: California, Illinois, North
Carolina, South Carolina and Wisconsin.

July 10 :s the deadline for placing in stations' public
files their quarterly lists of community problems and
responsive programming broadcast during the period
April 1 - une 30.
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Poised for their service launc es, Sirius Satellite Radio and
XM Satellite Radio have built state-of-the-art studios and a
satellite transmission network to provide a radio service.

By Chriss Scherer, editor
Radio currently has three different forms: ter-
restrial, Internet and the newest innovation,
satellite radio, which delivers multiple audio

channels directly from the sky to the listener. Apart
from the delivery method, the most unique difference
between satellite radio and the other forms is the
subscription -based usincss model. Subscription ser-
vices are not a new concept. In fact, many cable TV: e
systems already offer audio entertainment channels '
as an option, hut these channels are typically...
jukeboxes without any announcers-or personality.. ...
The two satellite radio sec providers, Sirius

Satellite Radio and XM Satellite Radio, have as:se
bled talented programming staffs to format many 0

p
the 1(X) audio channels each wil offcr.The providers
plan to offer many niche programming choices , but
will draw from a much larger population. so (he
niche audience will also he greater.

Satellite radio basics
Both Sirius and XM have satellite systems in the sky

ready to go. Because satellite reception requires a line -
of -sight signal path, both providers are building
terrestrial repeater networks to supplement cover-
age in metropolitan areas. The exact number of
repeaters varies for each location. In some major
markets, the terrestrial network is complete and
ready for use. Some terrestrial networks will not he

- completed until after the service officially launches.
- Let's look at the audio chain and move through

the system. Sirius has built a studio complex in
York City (see the Facility Showcase in the

' November 2000 issue of BE Radio), and XM has
built its studio complex in Washington, DC (a
Facility Showcase on XM will be featured in the
October 2001 issue.) Both facilities use the latest
technologies to route audio and data through their
facilities. In addition, both providers have agret-

...

ments with program source providers, so some
content will be created by an outside source and
then transported to these network facility contnl
centers. XM has also built a studio facility in the
Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville.

From these extensive studio facilities (where
digital audio file storage is measured in terabytes
and approaches petabytes), the audio and data
arc uplinked via X -band to the orbiting satellites.
The satellites then transmit the signal back to
Earth on S -band. Both providers have footprints
that cover the continental United States. Agree
ments are in place to prevent the signals from
extending into Mexico and Canada.

. Repeaters arc needed in areas where satellite
reception will he hindered by buildings and
other obstructions in the line -of -sight path.

XM s Roll takes off from the Sea Launch platform. Inset:- A proton rocket lifts one of the Sirius satellites into orbit.
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FM AntennasMedium power circular
polariza.tion

FM AntennasLow- Rower- circular
pola rizzatico ra

SGP- 1 $690 4 Kw GP- 1 $350 1 .5Kw
SGP-2 $2,690 8Kw GP -2 $ 1 ,350 3 Kw
SGP-3 $3,595 1 0Kw GP -3 $ 1 ,900 5Kw
SGP-4 $4,500 1 0Kw GP -4 - $2,600 6Kw
SGP-5 $5,300 1 °Kw GP -5 $3, 1 50 6Kw
SGP-6 $6, 1 00 1 0Kw GP -6 $3,700 6kw

FM AntennasEducational circularpolarization
MP -1
MP -2
MP -3
MP -4

P 2 -4
MP3- 5
N4P3 -6

$250
$680
$980
$ 1 ,280
$ 1 ,820
$2,270
$2,740

0.6Kw
0 . 8 1. -vv
0.8Kw
0. 81<vv

2 Kw
3 Kw
3 kw

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112
Miami, Fl. 33122
FTeaxl:.330055-4-4777096714

ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com
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While both services will launch na-
tionally, only some of the terrestrial
networks are completed. As addi-
tional subscribers are obtained, the
repeater networks outside the largest
cities will be completed.

The main difference between the
systems are the satellite orbital paths.
XM has two satellites in a geostationary
orbit at 85° and 115°. This places
them 22,223 miles above the equator
south of the Alabama/Georgia and
the California/Arizona borders.

Sirius has three satellites placed in
highly elliptical orbits. At any given
time, at least one of the three satellites
is visible to receivers. Each satellite is
over the United States for about 16
hours each day at an angle of 60 to 90

degrees. Figure 1 shows a comparison
of the orbital paths for each service.
Figure 2 shows the effective flight

path of the Sirius satellites after
combing the theoretical flight

paths with the Earth's orbit.

The XM (above) and Sirius system
control centers monitor the satel-
lite parameters.

"the terrestrial repeater network
works with the satellite signals to
provide a more robust transmis-
sion system. A listener can
receive up to three signals at ar.y
time: two satellites and a repeater.
A listener's radio need on:y
receive one of the three signals
to function. The terrestrial
repeater network adds another
level of redundancy to the system.

Spectrum use
Signal reception of the two

systems are similar in their basic
theories but differ in execution.
Because of the geostationary
orbits, it is easier to start with the
method that XM uses. The sig-
nal is divided into two ensem-
bles, each containing half the
data being transmitted. These
signals are sent to both satellites

" " (f -r- r[[irr. r-IFFVTITirr

One Size fits all modular design

Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

Highest quality laminates & wood

World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design. It can
be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: Short L.
L, and Unbalanced U. Far superior to custom cabinetry. Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.
Quality, strength, durability and appearance are all improved over custom
built cabinets.

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web. arrakis-systems.corn
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(named Rock and Roll) where they
are received, downconverted to
S -band, and then transmitted back to
Earth. While XM has a total licensed
spectrum of 12.5MHz, notice that
each satellite only uses a portion of
this space, as shown in Figure 3. The
listener receives the data from one or
both satellites. The terrestrial repeat-
ers also receive the satellite signal
and then retransmit it on the appro-
priate frequencies. In addition, each
satellite and repeater adds a finite
amount of time delay (up to a few
seconds) to the signal, which pro-
vides greater robustness. The overall
system data throughput is 3.28Mb/s.

This method provides three kinds
of diversity. Spatial diversity is pro-
vided by the physical differences in
the location of the satellites and ter-
restrial repeaters. Frequency diversity
is provided by the placement of
signals across the spectrum alloca-
tion. Finally, time diversity is provided
by the small amounts of delay added
to the signal from each source.

Sirius divides its X -hand spectrum
into two portions, each containing
the entire data package. The two
two portions are then sent to the two
visible satellites.

Each packet of data has a unique
identifier so that a receiver can prop-
erly reassemble the datastream
regardless of the source. As the
receiver moves, the signal strength
from each source will vary. The
receiver will constantly search for the
data it needs to reconstruct the signal.

Many existing broadcasters have
expressed concern over Sirius and
XM providing local content through
the terrestrial network. While every
repeater site does have a direct con-
nection back to the providers' oper-
ation center, this link is only for
telemetry and control. There is not
enough bandwidth to provide addi-
tional audio services. Besides, with
more than 1,000 repeater sites across
the country, the cost of connecting
each of these sites would be quite
high. Also, the X -band uplink does
not have the capacity to carry the
additional localized programming.

The Sirius method transmits two
different signals to the two satellites
visible at that time. Both uplink sig-

Pick up some today

nals contain the complete program-
ming data. The satellite then ccn-
verts and retransmits the signal back
to Earth. Figure 3 shows the S -band
spectrum divisbn. Since there are
three satellites and two signals, the
frequencies rotate between them as
each satellite comes into view. One

Figure 1. The two providers are a study in
satellite technology. XM uses two satel-
lites in geostationary orbits (blue path),
while Sirus uses three satellites in higily
elliptical orbits (red paths).
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satellite uplink feed is delayed by four
seconds to introduce time diversity.

Instead of receiving the S -band trans-
mission and rebroadcasting it on the
terrestrial repeaters like XM, a sepa-
rate VSAT link is used to send data to
the terrestrial network. Data is
uplinked on 14GHz and then down -

linked on 12GHz to the terrestrial
repeaters. Because the Sirius satellites
appear higher in the sky and are not
over the equator, fewer terrestrial
repeaters should be required to fill in
the built-up areas.

Both providers are using the Lucent
PAC (Perceptual Audio Coder) algo-

12.5MHz

rithm to encode the
audio. While the
fast generation of
receivers will only
be able to receive
the service of one
provider, Sirius and
XM have an agree-
ment to work to-
gether on receiv-
ers that can receive
both services.

Figure 2. The effective Sirius satellite coverage factoring the
orbital paths and Earth's rotation.

Not just audio
While satellite radio is an audio ser-

vice, it has one feature that will draw
obvious listener attention. In addition
to digital audio, Program -associated
data (PAD) is transmitted to the re-
ceiver. FM stations have been able to

4.2MHz

TOM
satellite it

4.2MHz 4.2MHz

TDM
satellite t2.

transmit RBDS data for several years
with limited acceptance. Because the
new services require a new receiver,
the data capacity can be included
from the beginning.

The PAD content is stored on a
server and recalled as needed. Most

12.5MHz

1.84MHz 1.84MHz 2 53MHz4

1 i2hiGH7 io41 Hz 2 ;12iGHz 2.3325GHz 2.3325GHz 2.3325GHz

2 53MHz

Terrestrial
ensemble Roll

2.. ensembk,

Jakies

1.84MHz 1.84MHz
P. 4

2.3325GHz 2.3325GHz 2.3325GHz 2.3325GHz

Figure 3. Sirius and XM use their S -band frequency allocations in very different ways.

Hear What The Hype Is All About
"The C-3 is THE HIP new guitar mic. It gives your Marshalls
that phat-gut-punch we all crave. I ll never cut anot1Tr
record without one.'
Scott Rouse -Producer, Grammy Nominee Nashville, Tennessee

I have a microphone "wish list You have allowed_
meto check off both the U87 with the Cl and the
C12 with the T3.
Ted Perlman - Producer/Arranger/Composer
Bob Dylan, Chicago, Kaci, 2gether, Young MC

One of the best vocal mics in the world is the $300
Studio Projects Cl. You can spend way more fog
"one of those" mics from Germany if your ego demands
it, hut the Cl is certainly the sonic equivalent.
Pete Leoni -Producer Engineer, Tech writer and reviewer

StudioProjects
P M

kit DIO Group

PMI Audio Group
23773 Madison St., Torrance, CA 90505 USA
toll flue 877 563 6335 1,1x 310 373 4714
Visit Us Online at www studioprolectstisa.corn-

C I
Single -pattern

Cardiocl

List 5299

M Wu- pa ne r n Variable -pattern
Cardiod, Pad, Filter Tube

List 599 List $1099

PI models mclude shockmuunl and case

Tube Mic Pre, Discreet Class A/B switching,
with variable Tuba Drive. List 5299
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Manager's perspective
-- Ey Jim Paluazi, CRT

Sa:ellite Rao wil
change the

-ules of aucierce
engagemert =Dr

-roost public radio
statiors.

fo - thirty years ma- y pc blic -adio sta- lions built
iliAt public service model by broadcasting pro-

. -cans purchased .4olesale tom na-_ onal pro-
gram produc2rs this -etai broadcasting ap-
proach worked well because few markets had
multiple corrpe:ir g public radio services.

-however. bec wee if tF is lack of co petition,
n-ost public ratio tt-tiors had little ir centive to
411,..wrelop their Iscal program production capa-
b lilies. It was 'AM 1 toe eant -and economi-
.:al -to clear a wet onal program, rther than

- -eying to prod': ce ne it -house.
E.en toc ay. loca :rogramning at many pub-

-. tic radio statior s tea often consists o- announc-
.ers spinnisg CID'e., with little production sup -
Fu -t. Satellite -Asp broadcasters call wait to
steal this audie 10E dvayfrorr our sta- ons, using

- their high -end priduct on values.
For terrestrial putlic radio :o thrivein a world

of satellibe ratio, stations rrust develop high -
quality, listenabl. focal prcgrams mat cannot
be heard anyv.Fe-e eke.

Jim Paluzzi s Prrfesaor cf Broawast Tech-* iology at Boise State University. ?nd serves
as General Mager for Boise Ste Radio.

This same approact applies to c-unmercial
-adio s:ations aswell Localism wal continue
'o be the key factor i.i the succe.% of terres-
!rial radio. -CS

.61
on -air audio playback systems from outside the United
States can provide this type of data storage and manip-
ulation, mainly because RBDS (or RDS as it is called in
Europe) has seen a muds greater acceptance. Some
domestic systems can also store and manipulate this data
as well. Sirius uses a Prophet Systems system, and XM
uses a Dalet system for audio storage and playback. In
addition to PAD, Non -program -associated data (ICPAD)
can also be stored and displayed as needed.

For the listener, a subscription -based radio service will be
something new. The anticipated monthly cost will be $12.95
for Sirius and $9.95 for XM. Wall Street analysts predict that
by the end of 2001 Sirius wil have 10,000 subscribers and
XM 50,000, with the numbers reaching about 2 million
subscribers each by 2003 and 4 million by 2004.

Satellite radio will provide another entertainment and
information source to potential radio listeners. The
additional data and display capability will add a new spin
to the long-established medium. An evolutionary step in
radio is about to take place.

musicmusicmusic inc. presents

B B Cip-sigimoreapi-
IN CONCERT SERIES
Legendary live performances
recorded by the BBC

The Power of the BBC
on Your Web Site
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to recent engagements
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Alanis Morrisette
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Radiohead
Tailor your shows

to fit your audience's
preference

Maximize
the popularity

of your web site
The

possibilities
are

endless

Geri Rockstein
Manager, Broadcast Services

geria musicmusicmusic.cont
phone 1-877-874-0911

www.musicmusicmusic.com
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By Allan Soifer

When the ins and outs don't match,
save the day the easy way.

y start in radio VN.IN as a part-
time helper to a busy chiefSt. engineer. One of rmy first tasks

was to demonstrate that I knew how
to solder. I was handed a uric cable,
and told to make an adaptor cable to
connect a portable broadcast mixer to

a consumer
reel-to-reel
rape deck.

I hesitated,
and suggested

that a wel-known (to the burgeon-
ing music and audio industry) brand
of adapter plug be used to save time
and money, and was reprimanded so
severely that I never again brought
up the subject of adaptors in this
engineer's presence. At the time, it
was considered beneath a self-
respecting engineer to fool around
with anything that was not made
expressly for the job or was not
constructed entirely by the engineer
himself for the need. Adaptor plugs

were relegated to the junk and toy
end of the audio realm.

Times have changed for the
better. Now technicians often
depend on specialized adaptors
and interfacing devices to prop-

erly derive input signals. con-
vey outputs from a console
to auxiliary devices, and
even to ensure the success
of a remote or logging re-

corder. It's possible to
find any number of
adaptors or custom
interfaces in the
electronic chain of
the station.
Despite the ever-

increasing collection
of equipment de-

signed expressly for the
broadcast studio, it seems

that programmers, produc-
ers, engineers, and even sta-

tion owners will find a need
for consumer -type devices and

equipment. Indeed, some consumer
or pro-sumer appliances function as
well as their broadcast counterparts.
For a small -budget station, specifying
only the pro brands of equipment may
wreak havoc with the bottom line. I
have seen examples of not -for-profit
FM outlets that could never have got-
ten on the air-nor stayed there-
without interfacing consumer -level
equipment into their air chain.

Interface needs
Let's start by listing some usual situ-

ations and the devices that end up
being inserted into the air -chain that do
not come with a balanced -to -ground
connection with a OdBm level refer-
ence. There am CD players, cassette
decks, open -reel tape decks, portable
ra.sette decks, tuners, temporary phone
connections for audio or data, PA sys-
tems for remote location use, connec-
tions to a client's paging or background
music system on a remote, computer-
ized audio storage and playback de-
vices, special effects or audio process-
ing equipment, musical instruments
for live -to -air performances, and more.
What can be quickly seen is the need
for both secure hum -free audio con-
nections and a way to adapt differenc-
es in signal levels between the out-
board goodies and the main console or
patching facility.
It would be nice to plan a patch bay

that includes such ready -to -use inter-
facing, but this is seldom the case due

continued on p. 42
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Find Out Where Radio Is Heading
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to budget constraints. Thus, the adaptor

plug, or venerable black box, comes
into play. A few manufacturers have
had success in creating special adapt-

Aiapters and
splitters should
be a part of a
complete interface kit.

ing cir-
cuitry as ret-

rofits for existing pro equipment.
What is presented here is hardly an

exhaustive listing. As the phrase goes:
your mileage may vary.

Why do it?
This question could easily be posed

by many newcomers to the field.
After all, professional equipment is
supposed to be adaptable and have
a wide range of input and output
levels. While it's true that most broad-

cast equipment is sturdy and
forgh-/ing of abuse, the

audio signal
that passes
through it is
rather frag-
ile and easi-

ly wounded.
Improper level matching

can easily cause overloading of suc-
cessive line amps and devices in the
processing chain and might result in
distortion on -air. Imbalances going
the other way, as insufficient level,
can elevate the noise floor of the
audio chain and cause gating and
pumping of background hiss.

Impedance mismatches can also
cause level over- and under -loads,
and more critically, high differentials
of impedance interfere with the cor-

rect transfer of audio from one de-
vice to another-the primary result
being a skewed frequency response.
Often, a bad audio impedance match
will rob almost all the bottom end.
making the station sound like a two-
way radio dispatcher.

Another consideration is safety.
Proper grounding and safe electronic
interfacing and interconnection of
components will do much to remove
the shock hazard sometimes posed
within a broadcast facility. It does
little good to install a new condenser
mic if the announcer creeping up on
it gets a nasty shock. Common sense,
as well as power company regula-
tions, require care in the mating of
different pieces of equipment.

One final reason for using an inter-
face device is to convert unbalanced
to balanced status. Balanced lines are
always preferable, due to their supe-
rior hum and noise rejection. Mic lines
are typically 15051 standard, and line
level devices usually output 6005/ or
less. The actual impedance may be
any given

diA EAST: Pittsburgh 866-736-3736, Philadelphia 888-260-9298
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South 800-346.6434

NORTHWEST: Seattle 800-735-7051

SOUTHWEST: Texas 800.537-1801, 888-839-7373
CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373

SOUTH: Florida, 800-476-8943
 Microphones
 Mic Processors
 Cable ci Connectors

www.rfspec.com
"RF is GOOD for You!"

Our name says RF,
but we have EVERYTHING

from the microphone to the antenna.

Microwave Systems

Consoles -
Analog and Digital

 Recording Equipment
 Monitor Amps

and Speakers
 Headphones

 Antennas
 Towers
 Transmission Lines d Accessories
 Copper Strap 6 Screen

Audio Processors - Analog and Digital

Transmitters
 Exciters
 Remote Control

Systems
 RF Amplifiers
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Weve been around
the bases a
few times,
and it s a big field.

Do you want to keep up with the high-tech players? Ever imagined launching

sports, news, music, and agriculture from your own back lot to the cosmos?

At NPR Satellite Services, we offer down to earth experience and engineering

savvy to get you off the ground... but we wont leave you up there alone.

We're there with 24/7 operational support at any time, anywhere in the, well...

universe. And our space segment, C -band, and Ku -band roceiver options are

priced affordably at under $1,600! We can use

your existitg gear or build up your network from base one.

You call the pay! Visit us at www.nprss.org or call 202-513-2626.
Link up with r

Ilk
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Operate From
Across the Desk or
Across the Country...

KAMEN
0114'1'

4;

WOO .
NW 0

* 6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

* On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

* 8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs

* Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com

NAB Show

BOOTH 1758
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a Devices to convert balan;ed and un-
balanced signals like :hese from
Sondex. Henry Engineering and Aphex
are necessary for proper level and
impedance matching.

APEX

lag .6a8
CO Or&

01 ATEVACe WCE 04,4

audio passing through a device within a given moment;
those numbers of 150 and 600 are reference points
adopted many years ago.

Passive and active adaptors
Most passive adaptors are found in the hi -to -low level

adjustment and impedance matching areas. Don't let the
word passive deceive you into thinking cheap or not useful.
I have many times corrected hum -ridden audio feeds with
a simple direct box. Inside a small steel container are a multi -
tapped audio transformer, some connectors, a switchable
resistive pad, and a ground lift switch. These components
purchased separately would cost about $65.00 or so, plus
the labor of building the device. The real cost savings is the
construction time. Basic impedance flips are done with
straight matching transformers. Shure, Switchcraft and Whirl-
wind have several transformers and mic accessories that
ease the burden of level and impedance matching. Of
course, the most basic passive adaptor is a piece of shielded
cable, with different connectors on each end. Don't over-
look an assortment of these in various configurations.

We can't get away without mentioning simple audio pads.
For balanced signals, use an H -pad. A T -pad is used for
unbalanced signals. Watch the quality of components when
making them. One percent precision resistors are needed
for the pad to function well and not lop off the audio
response. Most textbooks on audio have resistor tables for

Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?

 Front Panel Display
 Site -to -Site Control
 16 - 64 Channels
 Studio Control with Flexible

Communications

 85 Sites
 8 - 256 Channels / Site
 Built-in Macros

 Single Site Solution
 16 Channels
 Built-in Macros

ARC -16

F
GSC-3000

VRC-2500
.-41111111MINIMMINNIII

Burk is proud to add the
GSC-3000 & VRC-2500 to
our product line, giving
your more choices with our
continued high level of
support.

TECHNOLOGY
Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.com

www.burk.com
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pads, and I have often referred to the
Audio Cyclopedia, and the Yamaha
audio manual for this information. One
critical factor is component packaging.
Although it's technically feasible to
squeeze an H -pad into the shell of an
XLR mic connector, don't try it. Failure
rates are fairly high on those contrap-
tions. Build them inside of small steel
boxes with chassis -mount connectors
or an inline connector shell designed to
house such projects.

Many manufacturers also offer pre -
manufactured pads, phase reversal
adapters and gender changers. The
cost of the manufactured device will
be higher than the components them-
selves, but the time saved easily
justifies this.

An active box is one with various
electronic circuitry within. The list of
manufacturers is endless: ATI, Bench-
mark, RDL, Aphex, Ward -Back,
Henry Engineering, Sonifex and SBS
are but a few who make audio amps
that have variable inputs and outputs
for matching the typically lower
(-10das) pro-sumer level to broad-
cast norms (+4dBm).

Remote broadcasts
Remotes are (Alen one of the most

challenging situations that a radio engi-
neer faces. Under the watchful eye of
the public, the lxcs and client must he
satisfied and the announcer needs to
be reassured. One device that caught
my attention was a remote audio cou-
pler and controller from Circuitwerkes.
The DR -10 takes audio from any POTS
line, or an auxiliary input, and interfaces
into the console, while allowing the
remote talent to control station auto-
mation from a touch-tone phone at the
remote. Many manufacturers offer sim-
ilar devices. It's ideal for those smaller,
tight -budget stations that would like to
do weekend sports remotes, but come
up short staffed. The remote announc-
er can break into the music program-
ming, bring the remote audio up, and
trigger spots and breaks from the site.

Most remotes still use some form of
line to connect to the studio, either
POTS or ISDN. The mixer -couplers
from JK Audio are interesting, offer-
ing telco line management, flexible

headphone
patching, and
quiet mix
nels. Check
them out
for cell
phone and
land -phone in-
terfaces for
quick audio imercmnects,
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pecially handy in tie newsroom.

hislikelythatyouwilltindasmillutility
device to fit any need you may have.

Now you can monitor and control multiple RS -232 and

Icgic devices from anywhere in the world, using aly web

b-owser or telnet client. Connect via local or wide -area

netwo-k, modem, or the Inte-net. IP2port is your complete

remote control solution in one reliable, easily -configured

rac< mount unit.

DIGIGRAM INC
TEL: +1 703 87; 100 FAX: +I 703 875 9161

E-MAIL: INPUT@DIGIGRAM.COM WWW.DIGIGRAM.COM

www.beradio.com
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Telco tie-ins
Grabbing audio from a POTS line in a

pinch is a basic task, but few engineers
are equipped to properly terminate
the line. Likewise, sending audio back
up the line and nulling crosstalk is not
a capability for most toolboxes.

For stations that ex-
tensively use telco ser-

vices, it is wise to carry

a hybrid. Gentner, Te-
los, Microtel and others
make wide varieties of
phone management equip-
ment. Radio Systems has an
inexpensive hybrid, and JK Audio has
an extensive line of telephone inter-
face and adaptive products.

Cana"- ava:iaZ fraiehi.
AN IDT COMPANY

816R Series
FM Transmitters

Known throughout the world
as the best performing, most
reliable FM transmitter.

Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design
and quality with exceptional
workmanship to give it an
unmatched, field -proven
record.

The 816R Series comes in
ower levels from 11  70kW.

Demand - ontinent- for you
next trans utter and ow tha
we mill e -re or

Telephone
audio interfaces

often provide a simple
method of transmitting audio.

lot just audio
Interfaces go beyond audio applica-

tions. One of the most inconvenient
situations is the extended distance that
may be needed between the CPU
(tower) and the keyboard, mouse and
monitor. Standard sets of extensions
for PCs and Macs are available, usually

at your local computer outlet. What
may not always be at hand is a long
extension for the monitor. I have run
into several situations where I needed
to extend the monitor 30 or 40 feet
away from the CPU.

Despite what the guy behind the
computer counter says, such exten-
sions are made and used all the time.
Talk to a local audio/visual presenta-
tion firm. They often use 50 or even
100 -foot SVGA extensions to drive
video projectors from a speaker's
lectern in conference rooms or hotel
salons. The video is quite stable as
long as the cable is low capacitance
and well shielded. You may have to
make one yourself or obtain it via mail
or online catalogue since they are not
a standard item.
No article on interfacing and adapt-

ing would be complete without pay-
ing homage to Switchcraft, ITT Can-
non, Amphenol, and other connec-
tor manufacturers. Over the years,
they have devised whole kits of
various adaptor plugs and accesso-
ries to facilitate the plugging of
almost anything into something else.
While some of the offerings are
unbalanced only, the incredible va-
riety is very comforting to carry
around in the engineers' bag of
tricks. A smart tech will carry several
gender changers for mic and line
level audio, computer connections,
and a few Y adapters. One or two
phase reversers are also a good idea,
as is a pocket tone generator.

Allan Soifer is a recording and mixing engi-
neer who works in Eastern Canada.
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Relocating a media corporation
with four radio stations can be
a challenging task. When that

relocation involves a building that is
already under construction next to a
railroad switching yard, with 11'-4"
from one floor to the next and less
than twelve months to completion, it
becomes an imposing undertaking
indeed. Two years ago, The Ackerley
Media Group decided to move its
operations, including its radio broad-
casting component, New Century Me-
dia, to new offices in a development
near downtown Seattle. The building
overlooks beautiful Puget Sound, with
an impressive view of Mt. Rainier and
Saleco Field, but the nearly constant
rumble of freight engines running on
the tracks that occupy the narrow
strip of land between the water and
the building presented formidable
acoustical challenges.

Knowing that, under those circum-
stances, careful planning and pre-
dictable results would be key to the
success of the project, New Century
Media hired Dallas -based Russ Berg-
er Design Group, a design and con-
sulting firm with extensive experi-
ence in recording and broadcast fa-
cilities. RBDG was responsible for all
the technical spaces within the 35,000
square -foot facility-from layout,
sound isolation and air conditioning
concepts to acoustical finishes and
interior design. Harris Pacific was
chosen for technical systems design.
and Studio Works was selected for
onsite installation.

Acoustical challenges
Mew Century Media owns and oper-

ates 95.7 The Beat KBTB-FM, Fox
Sports Radio 850 KHHO-AM, KUBE

ESIG\ on
Puget Sound

By Richard Schrag

New Century Media builds a
functional new home with a view

but without unwanted sound.

93 FM and Sports Radio 950 KJR-AM.
Even if the train noise hadn't threat-
ened the acoustical isolation of the
studios, the different formats of these
four stations and their proximity to
other company divisions (who would
not necessarily be sympathetic to loud
music) made it imperative that the
technical spaces incorporate excel-
lent sound isolation design. In addi-

tion, the studios are on the third and
fourth floors of the building, which
makes vibration control much more
difficult both from environmental
sources like the trains and from adja-
cent rooms. The acoustically sensitive
rooms were designed with floating
floors and completely isolated walls
and ceilings. As a result, the trains
cannot be perceived on -air.
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Each of the fosr os-air control rooms has an adjacent screenari
producer booth.

A further challenge to the design
team was the building's limited struc-
tural floor -to -floor height whidl made
clearance extremely tight. In addi-
tion, although the building had suffi-

cient capacity in its chilled water
system to handle the significant heat
load of the broadcast equipment. the
air handling systems were designed

for standard office use and
could not supply enough air-
flow to cool the technical
spaces. To solve tx)th prob-
lems, instead of having ducts
running above the ceiling to
a central unit, each control
room has its own dedicated
fan coil unit and an enclosed
system, using an elaborate
path for air to get in and out
of the rooms without allow-
ing excessive mechanical
noise. In addition, by incor-
porating the wire manage-
ment systems into the float-
ing floors, a few more pre-
cious inches were gained for
the overall ceiling height.

Studio acoustics
Director of Engineering John Miller

knew that acoustical performance,
particularly the sound of the rooms,

is often a secondary consider-
ation in a facility relocation, but
early on he made it a top
priority for RBDG's design
efforts. Although the four
stations offer listeners every-
thing from sports talk to con-
temporary music, Miller want-
ed the studios to 'sound com-
fortable to the audience. and
also to feel comfortable fir the
on -air talent, which enhances
how they relate to their listeners.
That same philosophy extended
to the ergonomics of the custom fur-
niture and the efficiency of the layout
in operational workflow, but acoustics
remained a paramount concern.

Another central design goal was to
keep the control rooms as similar as
possible. This would ultimately
improve overall cost efficiency, since
the rooms could use consistent
design elements and would benefit
from easier maintenance and greater
portability of projects from one pro-
duction space to another.

Each control room (and the associ-

r ;a11F-tre

Apo

1200-105

$3.495

5.10. 3, 15 channel models

Fully DC Con:rolled for Relia oil ty

Ultra -high Audio Performanc2

Easy Connectorized Installat on
Tclep-ione Mk -Minus

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web:

Yy41;737912::::7
414".4.4r .  ,

.1'004,4.4. 41's
#

Oa*,

$4,495

The 1200 series of radio broadcast consoles
1200-5S were engineered and built for the challenges of

the new millennium. High performance electronic design

makes the 1200 console transparent to the best digital source audio. Only the

highest quality components are used throughout, such as P&G faders, and ITT

Schadcw switches. The 1/8" hardened aluminum chassis with epoxy paint

and solid oak trim will make the 1200 attractive for years to come. A

rugged design, the 1200 is ideal for On Air, Production, & News
applications.

$2,495

arrakis-systems.ccm Esc
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From the talk s can be
seen but not heard.

aced studio or producer booth where
applicable) has a dedicated rack
room. Except for wiring specifically
related to that suite of rooms. all
signal paths are routed to the Tech-
nical Operations Center (TOC). The
TOC houses 28 equipment racks and
is co -located on the fourth floor with
the Engineering area to allow techni-
cal personnel immediate access to
the broadcast equipment and to af-
ford New Century Media expansion
capabilities for their technical hub.
The Internet and the company's in-
ternal LAN create a separate layer of
infrastructure that, for the most part,
is separate from the on -air opera -
dons, but is similarly centralized in an
adjacent equipment area.

Flexibility
Even though the new facility near-

ly tripled the space of New Century
Media's operation and added sig-

Equipment List

 Denon CD players
 Digidesign ProTools and

ProControl
 ENCO DAD Prc32 system
 Genelec mon itcrs
 Harris Pacific AMX,

RMX and SMX consoles
 HHB CD Recorders
 HHB mic processors
 Impart truss system
 Leitch master clocks
 Panasonic DAT recorders
 SAS 64000 (audio' and

32000 (intercoms routers
 Sourdelux microphones
 Tascam cassette decks
 Telos 2x12 ISDN phone system
 Telos TWO ISDN hybrids

nificant production capa-
bilities, flexibility re-
mained a key focus of
the facility design. This
forethought allows the
company to accommo-
date future needs such
as a change in format or
possible future syndica-
tion of their programs.
The rooms have enough
space that people could
easily be added to a show

if needed. On the other hand, if the
station wishes to be more efficient
with fewer operators, the design
allows for that as well.

Knowing the certainty of change
but the difficulty in predicting its
direction, the rooms were designed
with as much flexibility for future
needs as possible, including extra
cable capacity, easy access to the
wire management systems, and ex-
tra rack spaces. The importance of
flexibility also affected the facility

IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NEXT DOOR

-

S

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

ABC Satellite Services realizes lust haw important
the right community Is to our customettThat's why we offer

allthe service support, flexibility and technology
you could ever need under one roof.

See who tires in our neighb3rhood

ABC Nets
Paul Har.ey
E'E'PN R< iio

Salem Radic Network
The Dave Re rrsey Shot/
Mike Gallag he - Show

W'OR Ra7io Networks Business Talkradio

Talk America
PGA TOUR R Ala
Performance Racing

Network

abc SATELLITE
SEFJ1ZES

Formosa information n how you can live nextdocrcall: 212-456-E.802
or visit our v...?,sits: www.aixsatellitaservices.com

iww.beradio.com
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!IR; JIA pluLuLL:uti ail; laid out to be sin er to
:heir on -air counterparts. Each commercial product on
-oom has a dedicated voice booth.

layout. For example, two small edit
rooms that were designated for sta-
tion -wide access were located in
close proximity to the "Sports Pit"

editing woncstations,
should a breaking sports
story require overflow ca-
pacity. Because they are
fully isolat2d however. un-
der normal use they can
also be used for high -qual-
ity phone interviews or com-
mercial voice-over tags.

Fast -track construction
The timeline for construction was

quite short for a project having such
a large complement of broadcast

spaces. Turner Construction, the
project's construction management
firm, was charged with executing
the demanding details of the techni-
cal spaces while keeping to an
aggressive schedule. The technical
and acoustical design included many
materials and construction tech-
niques that a contractor would not
encounter in typical interior fit -up
work. Efficient planning and
exemplary cooperation between
the design team and construction
team kept the project on schedule,

jSaftetion Buleaceut Nodact4 Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices

20 watt High Performance Digitally
Synthesized Exciter

Frequency Agile front panel frequency setting Operates
on 110 or 220 volts Fast delivery Power adjustment fro
1 watt to 22 watts One year Pals aid service limited
warrenty

Priced at a only 1.250 00

10 watt FM STL Transmitter
and Composite Receiver

Transmitter and Receiver 3,500.00

Lease and Financina Available]

S W R Television
& FM Antennas

10,000, 12,000 & 15,000 watt
FM Transmitter Complete with

Solid State Driver and High
Performance Digitally synthesize
Exciter Single tube grounded
grid Final amplifier

10,000 watt $ 18,990.00
12,000 watt $ 22,500.00
15,000 watt $ 25,000.00

20 watt FM Exciter Frequency Agile
100 watt Solid State Amplifier
300 watt Solid State Amplifier
350 watt Solid State FM Transmitter
1,000 watt Solid State FM Transmitter
2,500 watt FM Transmitter
5,000 watt FM Transmitter

Supply Limited to stock on Hand

800.00
995.00

2,000.00
3,500.00
6,000.00

10,000.00
15,000.00

17194 Preston Road Suite 123-297 Dallas TX 75248 Ph. 972/473-2577 800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578 800/644-5958
E mail jjoynt@superiorbroadcast.com web site superiorbroadcast.com
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and certificates of occupancy for Engineering houses the

both the shell building and the inte- nearly 30 eqiipment

rior construction were obtained al -
racks in the technical

most simultaneously.
New Century Media, like many of

its media counterparts, has moved
away from the button-down atmo-
sphere that a less enlightened parent
corporation might otherwise have
imposed. They sought to build an
efficient workplace that would be a
fun and creative environment for
employees and guests alike. RBDG
selected finishes for the studios that
would echo some of the materials
and design elements used by lead
architect Callison Architecture in the
lobbies and public spaces.

Unique approaches to design helped
create an identifiable aesthetic for the
technical spaces that is consistent
with the rest of the facility. While
acoustical treatments are a necessary
element in these kinds of rooms.
RBDG found fabrics, perforated met-
als, and millwork pieces that would
give the rooms a very tailored design
while still meeting their very special-
ized functional needs.

Among the distinctive features of
the design is a floor -to -ceiling win-
dow between the talk studio and
the control room and the use of
hardwood flooring instead of car-
pet in the control rooms, which
may not be an obvious choice but
actually enhances the rooms' acous-
tics. If it also makes an impression
on people when they first come
into the room, then one of the
primary goals of the new facility-
an optimal balance of function and
design-has been met.

Richard Schrag is a project manager with
Russ Berger Design Group, Dallas. Thanks
to John Miller, directorof engineering, New
Century Media, for his assistance in pre-
paring this feature. Photos by James F.
Wilson, Dallas.

View an
online

prodi..ct
iernD

wherever
yDu see

this logo.

www.beradio.com

operations center.

The Players
 Lead architect:

Callison Architecture
 Studio arch tect:

Russ Berger Design Group
 System design: Harris Pacific
 Onsite installation. StudioWorks

Tit Perfect Arrangement

for Your Audio
Digital doesn't have to mein difficult. With Logitek, your studio
wiriig and configurations are beautifully simple - and completely

fleKible. Combine analog and digital sources easily and control
them from anywhere. Gen:rally locate all of Jotsaudio sources,
share them throughout y:mr facility, network ynur audio with
high speed optical con-ections and easily manage your audio

distributior., routing and mixing.

Find out how at 800221.5870 or www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
www.Deradio.co-n
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Content management
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Studio microphone arm

1 Silent Boom: This microphone arm
is built from custom extruded solid

aluminum stock, eliminating
the echoes found in hollow
frames. The extruded chan-

nel is sized for microphone cables to be dropped into the outside
edge of the boom, allowing threading of any cable with

connectors. A set of clips ensures that cables are secured in the
channel. Perhaps the most striking visual change to the
standard microphone boom is LPB's use of flocked springs. The
soft felt -like coating is black, hiding the springs from view, and

deadening any twang that might occur from impact or operation.
A Delrin bushing isolates the metal base from its riser, ensuring
squeak elimination, and reducing metal fatigue.

610-644-1123; fax 610-644-8651; WWW. Ipbinc.com; lobinceaolcom
Circle (258) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Furniture series
Wheatstone
Preference, Eclipse and Techline: Three design choices are available. The
Preference Series offers rounded edge wood -trimmed cabinet panels that use
horizontal grade high-pressure laminates. Preference countertops have radi-
used corners and rounded wood trim. The Eclipse furniture features plentiful
rack space in the wing counters, steel machine -tapped components, built-in
top and bottom ventilation, removable doors, dual access punchblock enclo-
sure, and ample rack space included in the console counter pedestals. The
Techline Series embodies all the interior structural features and details of the
other series, but features countertops edged with a rugged vinyl bullnose. All
three furniture lines accept the Wheatstone Wiremax studio interface system
that allows standard off -the -shelf cabling to interface to Wheatstone, Audioarts
and Auditronics products via source -machine native connectors.

252-638-7000; fax 252-837-1285; www.wheatatone.com; salesewheatatonccorn
Circle (266) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

A Radioman: The RadioMan broad-
cast content management product is
designed for major broadcasters. Ra-
dioMan enables digital content to be
created, scheduled, organized, broad-
cast and archived simultaneously to
multiple media channels, such as ra-
dio, Internet and wireless. RadioMan
is built on state-of-the-art technology
and has an open architecture based
on industry standards that provide a
combination of scalability, suitability
to different operational environments,
integration capability and compatibil-
ity with future technologies. By pro-
viding new possibilities and ways to
make programs, effective material
sharing, easy reuse of existing content
and shorter production time,
RadioMan enables broadcasters to in-
crease productivity, to broaden range
and quality of services offered and to
provide convenience for journalists,
producers and technical personnel.

+358-8-551 4801; fax +358-8-551 4810
vivAvsadioman.f1; sales@radloman.fl
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World Class FM AntennaE
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

A ARIV1STRUNIL

Total RF Systems Solutions
Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.

D
0
z
0
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Audio accessories
Ward -Beck
POD 17 and POD 19: Two units join
the POD series. POD17 is a six output
AES/EBU digital audio distribution
amplifier available in 751/ and 1101/
versions. It features level adjustment
(local and remote) and sample rate
conversion. Level control can be set,
used as a trim or volume control. POD
17 can mono the input signal and
correct phase by inverting channel B.
POD19 can decode four embedded
groups of audio. The four decoded
audio channels are coded into to AES
signals. 'SDI lock and AES presence
tallies are located on the front panel.

800-771-2556; fax 416-335-5202
www.wbsltd.com; wbsltd ista r.ca

Circle (265) on Free Info Card
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Software program
Middle Atlantic Products

Ouot f ant
~EMI

Pur ch Onlm

A RackTools v.1.5: This version
enables users to create elevation draw-
ings of racks, enclosures and studio
furniture. RackTools v.1.5 gives users
the power to update the program via
the Internet and download current
information. RackTools requires Visio
and allows the user to drag -and -drop
Middle Atlantic Products components
into systems drawings to create pro-
posal and layout drawings. Visio shapes
for amps, receivers, and other compo-
nents can also be included. Engineers
and designers can request a copy of
RackTools on the application website
at www.RackTools.com.

973-839-1011; fax 973-839-1976;
www.middleatiantic.com;
sales@middleatlantic.com

Circle (261) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Automation kits
Broadcast Software International
Studio kits: These kits come in three configurations: Studio Kit 100 is geared
towards smaller markets and single stations. The Studio Kit 200 provides the
versatility and power required in mid -sized markets. The Studio Kit 300 is a

package for major markets and enterprise broadcast facilities. Each Studio Kit

contains all of the hardware and software needed to equip a production and
air studio. Among the products included in the Studio Kits are BSI's acclaimed

WaveStation digital automation system, Cool Edit Pro editing software from
Syntrillium Software and professional audio adaptors from AudioScience.
Each Studio Kit also comes with one year of free technical support and

software upgrades.
888-1381-USA1; fax 541-338-8656; www.bsiusa.com;mfo4bsiusa.com

Circle (253) on Free Info Card or go tc www.beradio.com

On -Air Anywhere

Remote
Starts,
Muting,

Tally

2 Stereo Buses
1 Mono Bus

5 Stereo Channels
10 Stereo Inputs

Bl°a
 thacturing Prof essiana

'qb°
Vkcemerit

E..4`19
dcas

Made in USA

1.610.644.1123  Fax: 610.644.8651  www.blue5c.com

www.beradio.com

Circle (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products Tower designs
Stainless

Remote broadcast interface
Marti Electronics

MARTI

C

1 Digital Cellcast: This line consists of
products that will operate on the different
cellular systems around the world and will
replace the analog AMPS Cellcast unit. The
lineup will start with a CDMA unit and will be
followed by a Tri-Mode system (CDMA, PCS,

AMPS) and a GSM model. Features of the
Cellcast include: cellular or land line (POTS)
transmission; three power options: AC pow-
er, battery or 12V (cigarette lighter) adaptor;

two-line, 20 -segment back -lit LCD display; RJ11C six -pin land line
connector; and a four channel mixer, program or cue selectable.

817445-9163; fax 817-641-3869; www.martielectronies.commart eflaah.net
Circle (259) on Free Info Card or go to www.beracio.com

  el  
IR 

Ad Insertion technology
Everstream
Encoder wrapper: This ad insertion product, marketed in conjunction with
radio equipment provider Broadcast Electronics, allows radio stations an
option to digitally replace commercials that use AFTRA talent with local
intemet-only advertising as it is being converted into the internet stream.
Everstream helps stations forego an additional royalty payment and offers
them an opportunity to generate new advertising placements. This can be
accomplished without missing any tracks from the station's terrestrial signal.

888-842-1717; fax ; www.everstream.com; InfoOtnerstriman.com
Circle (256) on Free Info Carl or go to wviw.be-ailo.com

A Design services: A Tower re-
quires more engineering, both civil
and structural, than any other ele-
ment in the supply chain of a broad-
cast facility. Stainless engineering
draws on decades of real -world ex-
perience with working towers in al-
most every conceivable environ-
ment. Company designers use the
most up-to-date computer -aided
design technology. The result is tow-
er designs that perform as expected,
without costly delays in construction.

888-486-3333; fax 215-699-9597
www.talltowers.com; sales@stainlessinc.com

Circle (263) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Split It!!
USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out stereo "mini -DA" that can
combine or split audio signals for distribution. Mix stereo
to mono, get both stereo and mono outputs from a stereo
source. Gain trims for each output. Great space with lots
of headroom.

Keep one on hand!

4SISSIS*Iiiiii
NIR Y ENGINEERING.

Ser. him. UNA..

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Dove
Serra Madre. CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (626) 355-0077
FAX on Demand Doc 1103 1626 355-4210

http: www.henryeng.com
I -E

HENRY
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors

Circle (141) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Automatic membrane dehydrators
\nklf,.\

MT1000 and MT2000
DryLine: These dehydra-
tors are automatically re-
generative. The MT1000 de-
hydrator is appropriate fa: -
medium -volume systems
from 50 to 550ft3. The
MT2000 dehydrator is suit-
able for large -volume sys-
tems from 100 to 1100fe.
Both dehydrators produce
dew points better than -

50°F. The MT dehydrators
use remote automatic pres-
sure sensing for activating
and deactivating the com-

pressor, this enables the units to operate only when
needed, minimizing wear and tear and reducing the need
for ma:ntenance. This feature also enables precise control
of system pressure. The units automatically start when
system pressure drops to 3psi and shut down when the
pressure reaches 8psi. Additional features on both units
include full alarm, pressure indicator, lighted on/off
switch. a resettable breaker, and run-time meter.

800-DIAL-4-RF; fax 708-349-5444
www.andrew.com; rose.wolski@andrew.com

CIF,Cie (250) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

When you think of
solving problems or
designing systems,
think of KOL. The
creators of over
20'0 solutions.

Only the finest in performance, reliability
and customer support from the

"Specialists in Practical Precision Engineering--

RDL
Racic Design Labs

Toll free 1800) 281-2683
Local (++1) 805 684-5415

Europe (++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www rdlnet corn

Circle (128) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

Low Power Transmitters

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

OEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail. geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
Circle (142) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Streaming audio codecs
Orban

Opticodec: A line of streaming audio codecs with three models. All are ISO/
MPEG standards Layer II and Layer III fully compliant, with two models also TCP/
IP and UDP addressable over the Internet. Orban Opticodec technology is

designed to meet the
needs of anybody
moving audio over
the Internet, and of those working in radio and
television broadcast, and in voice, music and
other audio -on -demand environments. Optico-
dec reduces the bandwidth required to transmit

A competitor's low -end Windows -based
on -air and production package sells for
about $26,000.

So what will you pay for On Air Digital's
complete turnkey on -air and
production package, one
of the most powerful
and reliable systems on
the market, including
our Linux-based
RadioSuite HD
server?

Less than
$23,000.

(You could pay
us more if it would make you feel better.)

ON AIR
Contact us for more information
and a custom price quote today.
972-481-8700 or fax 972-481-9499

DIGITAL USA E-mail us at info@onairusa.com
Circle (143) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

audio between the source and remote, studio or
other TCP/IP. UDP, or ISDN receiver location.

510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500; www.orban.com;custserv@ orban.com
Circle (262) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

01100M

Mobile RF field -strength meter/base band analyzer
Audemat
FM-MC4: A mobile RF field -strength meter and modulation
analyzer that automatically measures up to 99 stations or
programs simultaneously. The results can be displayed in
various forms including on a cartograhic map. With the
addition of new filters, the FM_MC4 is the perfect tool for
measuring in high interference environments. Co -channel
analysis software (available as an option) is adapted for
controlling frequency interference (LPFM). FM_MC4 in-
cludes: high performance FM receiver; GPS receiver and
RDS/RBDS decoder; in-depth analysis of sub -carrier compo-
nents; modulation measurement; cartographic map; IF se-
lection filters; co -channel analysis software and a user-
friendly softy% are portal. The unit is available with Goldenear
evaluation ,( l i ware.

866-AUDEMAT. fax 703-433-5452
www.audemat.com; info@audemat.com

Circle (252) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

Our growing product line.
SATISFACTION GI 4RANTEED

I5)) %%;111s

300 N1:111Smit
450 watts
600 vt

000 watts

"61
1111111M111.1

850 watts

I .200 watts

16a11111

ft

111

1.500 watts

2,000 watts

3.000 watt%

Phone:- (408) 986 9700 e-mail:- sales@svpa.com
Fax:- (408) 986 1438 website www.svpa.com

Circle (144) on Free Info Card or go towww.beradio.com
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Please print clearly with a black pen. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing.

I-Print Name

Title

Company Name

Address

City State/Prov.

LZIP/Postal Code Country

To apply for a FREE subscription to BE Radio, complete
this entire card, fold, tape and mail to:P.O. Box 12914,

Overland Park, KS 66282-2914.0r for faster service, FAX to:
913-967-1903. or go to www.beradio.com

For subscribers outside the United States & Canada only Please select one

D Outside USA & Canada: 1 Year $60.00
D Air Mail: 1 Year $100.00

D Check enclosed  Bill me
D Visa ri MasterCard F. Am. Express D Discover

Acct#

Expirat,on Date

Card Signature

Do volt wish to receive/continue to receive BE Radio FREE? EYES E No

Signature required

Print Name Phone

Date

*FAX( 'E -Mail
'We use your e-mail address and FAX number primarily to send your annual renewal instructions We will notify you before making any other use of this information. For a full statement of our

Subscriber Privacy Policy, visit our website at www.intertec.com

2 Please check the ONE type of facility or operation that best
describes your primary business classification:
A El

M

C

D
E D Contract Engineer (including maintenance, technical support)
G D Dealer or Distributor
F D Other (please specify)

Radio Station & Network (including education, government
and religious)
Streaming Media - Network Provider/ISP/IDC/Telco, Internet
Content Provider/Web Publisher, Services, Software Provider
Recording Studio (including education, government,
religious, production and research)
Consultant

3Which of the following best describes your title?
(Check only ONF box.)

A. Company Management:
01 D Chairman of the Board
02 D President
03 D Owner
04 D Partner
05 D Director
06 D Vice President
07 D General Manager
08  Other Corporate/Financial Official (including corporate sales)

B.Technical Management & Engineering:
19  Vice President Engineering
09 0 Technical Director/Manager
10 0 Chief Engineer
11 El Other Engineering or Technical Title

C. Operations & Station Management/
Production & Programming:
12 J Vice President Operations
13  Operations Manager/Director
14 0 Station Manager
15 D Production Manager
16 D Program Manager
17 D News Director
18 r] Other Operations Title

D. Other (please specify)

4 ' ,,,,L einem best describes your role in the
purchase of equipment, components and accessories?
(Check only ONE hi .)

A D Make final decision to buy specific makes, models,
services or programs

B 0 Specify or make recommendations on makes, models,
services or programs

C 0 Have no part in specifying or buying

5

6

7

Which of the following types of equipment will you
be evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months?
(Check ALL that apply.)
01 ID Audio distribution services
02  Audio mixers
03 D Audio monitoring
04 E] Audio processing
05 0 Audio recorders/players
06 D Automation equipment
07 CI Consulting, contracting & design services
08 D Data compression codecs
09 0 Digital audio workstations
10 D Information services
11 D Microphones and accessories
12 D Racks, studio furniture and cases
13 D RDS/RBDS & subcarrier equipment
14 D Routing/switching
15 0 Satellite equipment
16 D STL. RPU, & remote site control
17 D Tape/optical storage
18 D Telephone interfacing/POTS and ISDN
19 D Test & measurement equipment
20  Transmitters/antenna systems/towers
21 D Wire and cable
22 D Internet/streaming audio equipment & software
24 D Facility support equipment
25 D None of the above

What is the budget for equipment and services you
are evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months?
(Check only ONE box.)

1 El Less than $10,000
2 D $10,000 - $24,999
3 D $25,000 - $49,999
4 D $50,000 - $99,999
5 D $100.000 - $299.999
6 D $300,000 - $499,999
7 Ej $500,000 and up

If you checked A on question #2, what is the MSA
rank of your market? (Check only ONE box.)
A 0 Top 20
B 0 21 to 50
C D 51 to 100
D D Over 100

BD1008

incomplete forms cannot be processed or acknowledged. The publisher reserves the

right to serve only those individuals who meet the publication qualifications.

BD1008 www.beradio.com 
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New Products
Audio editor and processor
TC Works
V Spark 2.0: Version 2.0 offers Multi-

FX processing capabilities, audio edit-
ing and mastering. With its one -win-
dow -approach, Spark combines all
aspects of audio editing. The Master
View window offers routing and pro -

r 3-11:-:-317t3.17--

r-- '
L-- J L-- -/ L J L.

L. -1 .J L

a =WM 111111201012. OK el .

cessing capabilities. Spark has been
updated to the second generation of
TC Works' Spark FXMachine. With
MIDI support, and FXMachine sizes
scalable to 99x99 plug -ins, applica-
tions for the FXMachine are endless.
Spark 2.0's virtual file engine results in
speed improvement of editing func-
tions and allows for unlimited undos.

805-373-1828: fax 805-379-2648
www.tcworks.de;us(Otcworks.de

Circle (264) on Free Info Card
or go to www beradio corn

Professional CD recorder
Yamaha

CDR1000: This unit
features Apogee Electron-

ics' UV22 Super CD
Encoder, allowing 16 -

bit encoding of sources re-
corded at higher bit rates, without additional equip-
ment. A built-in sample rate converter handling a variety of digital sources
(29.76 to 48.80kHz) and a word clock input, providing AES/E131.1 in and out
connection pass -through are additional features. The unit provides S/PDIF and
analog XLR connectors with an impedance rate of 20kfl (with +4dB/-10dBV
switch). Selectable copy protection modes, front -panel foot switch input, on -
the -dot recording start feature, and full function I/R remote control are also
included. An index recording function enables users to place libraries within a
single track while providing 16 -segment level meters with peak hold function,
and a quad -speed finalize capability. A parallel I 0 port is included.

714-522-9011; fax 714-522-9522; www.yamaha.com/proaudio
Circle (267) on Free Info Card or go to www.teradio.com

Combiners
ERI-Llectronics Research
iBOX: This unit offers simultaneous digital and analog transmission. Advanced
coupling and transforming methods deliver the performance necessary to meet
and exceed IBOC transmission requirements. Features include: integrated smart
power monitoring with advanced diagnostic ability; broadband frequency

operation relative to isolation, loss and match; various models provide couling
levels of 7-10dB; RF switching; easy setup -all components in one, self-contained
unit; modular construction and a power capacity of 55kW.

812-925-6000; fax 812-925-4030; www.ERlinc.com
Circle (255) on Free Info Card or go to www.t-eradio.com

I

When you require the ultimate in accurate timing

WHEN you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing look only
to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks &

Accessories have been the industry standard for
over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line

frequency accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can
drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well as
interface with video and/or computer based systems.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136
Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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Y
Circle (145) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Transcorn Corporation
RID b fM Transmitters

Visit our site at www.fmamh.com
Email us at transcom@fmamtv.com for more information

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

300 W FM 988 Harris FM 300K Solid State Sgl. Phase
I KW FM 981 Harris FM I K Single Phase

, rf 2.5 KW
2.5 KW

FM
FM

984
980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5 KW FM 976 Collins 83ID Single Phase
Et44

3.8 KW
5 KW

FM
FM

994
985

Continental 814.1 -Solid State
BE FM 5A

5 KW FM 967 Collins 830E
5 KW FM 979 Harris FM 5k
6 KW FM 994 Henry 61.100D
10 KW FM 974 Harris FMIOH/K
20 KW FM 982 Continental 816R2A

I KW AM 976 Harris MW I
I KW AM 981 Harris MW IA
I KW AM 981 Harris MWIAz

Z
I KW
I KW
5 KW

AM
AM
AM

981
982
984

Collins 828C-1
Harris SX- 1
Continental 315R1

5 KW AM 980 Harris MW5A
10 KW AM 983 Continental 3I6F
10 KW AM 986 Harris MW 10B
25 KW AM 989 Nautel Ampfet 25. Solid State
25 KW AM 985 CSIT-25-A
50 KW AM 978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 982 Harris MW -SOB

Belar AMM2B Mod. Monitor 11200KH/1
Belar FM Mod. Monitor
Belar FM Stereo Monitor
CRL. SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor
CRL MDF 8(8) Stereo De -Emphasis Filter
CRL SEC 800 Compressor
TFT AM Modulation Monitor (1990) 12(0KI I/

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Circle 146 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

lAingle) -Rice user 3-1) Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice. TIREM, FTP. FCC & other
models using polygon map features.
Search for AM, FM. TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datehae .. and more!

oft
MiginZEIZEINIIVariKE.11

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Circ e 147 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

CUSTOM CABINETRY & PREWIRED SYSTEMS
BUILDING STUDIO'S FOR OVER 34 YEARS

IMO

WGN
CHICAGO

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEM, INC.
Www.ramsyscom.com PHONE: 800-779-7575 FAX: 847-487-2440

62 BE Radio July2001
Circle 148 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Fabrication

Design

Engineering

Installation

Service

 Maintenance
Swager is your

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax

1-800-882-3414

SWAGER
. : Communications, Inc.

\Lisi-7064111P.O. Box 656
501 East Swager Drive

Fremont. IN 46737 USA
Phone 1-800-968-5601  219-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail: sales@swager.com
Internet: www.swager.com

Circle 150 on Freelnfo Card or go to www.beradio.com.

FM Channel Study
oftware for your PC
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riDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free!

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfDetective.com

rfDetective is incredibly powerful and packed with
features, yet is in:uitive and easy for everyone to use.

Find out why you should be using riDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at ittp://www.rfdetective.comi

rfEnginEErs. corn
(352) 336-7223 fax 367-1725

Delivered
and

irstalled
by

ECHnoLOGY32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

Circle 149 on Free Info Ca -d or go to www.beradio.com.
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1.

Lightning
Pr ite:tion
and

(irour,ding
S" stints

t
14,711pp,

Protect Your Investment
8:2-925-600)

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.com
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Circle 152 on Free Irdo Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Circle 151 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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OWERFUL Dua-Up CONTROLLER

Rack Mount Included
1,11 lb

 I -

THE 011-10 J.

Perfect for Studio & Automation Control
Interfaces with most studio automation systems. Control
it from either a dial -up line or an external audio path . The
DR -10's actiye,balanced, telephone audio output lets you do
live remotes, remote announcement recording and..
much, much more!

Outstanding features: Exceptional Value
> 10 dry relay contacts out.

> Auto -answers on user setable
ring # and auto -disconnects.

'fr. Each relay can be assigned

to any tone & can function as
momentary, latching closure

with distinct on/off codes. or

interlocked latch with others.

> Up to 8 digit user set password

prevents pirating.

> Each relay is programmable to

close at beginning or end* of
tone and can beep when
activated. Closures are after
the acknoled.ement bee.!

> Proprietary two-tone & detection
delay modes eliminate false trips.

>4 Status inputs beep when
queried, alarm dial& control relays.

> Control equipment& monitor local

audio sources using the internal
audio hybrid with balanced I/0.

> All audio & control connections
via easy to use screw terminals.

> Settings remain after power failure.

>Silencer option removes DTMF
tones from the audio output.

> List price only $479.00. The
DR -10 gives the best features for
the price in the industry. Compare'

CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3^' Place, Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 - http:llwww.circuitwerkes.com

Circle 153 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Silent Boom

Extruded Aluminum Frame

Multiple Weight
Springs Included

Flocked
Springs

Insert Cable without
Removing Connectors

610.644.1123
Fax: 610.644.8651

st*.ciocrne
4anitfacturing Nof essionat

Sloadca
Made in USA

Circle 154 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF 8 UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

I g

1111111111 1,11,11,11,1111,1
4001 La Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 lax 505-325-1142

Circle 155 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers tor broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers otter excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures, serial remote control capabilities and
flexible mounting accessories.

141111111=111111-"`'
SS 12.4

Active crosspoint switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

ACS 4.1
Active crosspoint switcher with 4 balanced/
unbalanced stereo inputs and one stereo
output with Visual Audio Level Control.

8X2
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

10X1

Passive switcher/router with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to 3 common outputs.

6X1

Passive switcher/router with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

SM-6
Stereo mixer with 6 stereo inputs, a stereo
output and front panel on/off switches.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors!

3X2
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo
inputs a -id 2 stereo outputs.

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2
composite audio, video, or AES/EBU
outputs, or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcher/router with 2 stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice -versa

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 .854 .9559

Fax: 360 .854 .9479

Circle 157 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Aril"
AppiedWireiess
Kevin McNamara
PrnIdent 6 CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options.

00 Box 926
New Market, MD 21774

tel.: 301.865.1011
Ia..: 3011165 4422
man: kevinmca/appladvarelessinc con:

www appliedwirelessinc com
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Structural AnalysisrJUNI
Electronics Research. Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www E R !Inc com

JOHN H. BATTLSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

HELP WANTED

Sporting News Radio,
America's #1 sports radio network, has
an immediate opening for a broadcast
engineer. Duties include proper instal-
lation and operation of broadcast
equipment. Strong analytical skills, the
ability to work in a team environment
and the ability to communicate well are
all pluses.

Associate or Bachelors' degree in a
technical field with a minumum 5 years
experience in broadcast engineering
required. SBE certification and/or FCC
license preferred.

If you are a bright broadcast engineer
looking for a unique challenge, this is
your chance to join Paul Allen's Wired
World. Fax your resume to 847-400-
3033 Attn: Human Resources or e-mail
resume to mlobus@sportingnews.com

EOE Employer

BROADCASTtools
Innovative Problem Solving Tools For Broadcast

FOR
!!..1ETIBIl

V I F
IDLERS

HOLD DOWN KNOBS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
1800) 848-4428 Fax (408) 363-0957

A.M. Radio Station
For Sale or Lease.

So. Calif. Location.
Sale $1.8 Million/
Lease $20,000. mo

Broker Co-operation
Call Marc 949/975-0544

B
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Coming in the
August issue of

NAB Radio Preview
Trends in Technology

Digital Audio Workstations

Facility Showcase
Neumann captures -4PR

Where's the mic?
Have you found the mic hidden on

each cover of BE Radio? YcJI/ need to
know where they are in December.

Editorial Excellence
BE Radio -eceived two AWE Mid-
west Regional Awards in ne recen!
annual awards contest. Fo- the Re--
ular Contributed Column, BE Radio
received a Silver Award for Hary Martin's FCC
Update. We also received a BronFe Award for tke
Siriu; Satellite Radio Facility Shot,:case by Con -ad
Trautmang in the November 2000
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The wireless revolution revisited
By Skip Pizzi, contributing editor

There has been considerable interest and discussion
of late in the area of wireless. To most broadcasters,
this term has a connotation quite different from the

current application of the word. It conjures archaic rather
than futuristic concepts, with images of Marconi, DeForest.
Armstrong and contemporaries tinkering
with various technologies that eventually
became radio. That development process
has some interesting parallels to today.

Back then, wireless was short for wireless
telegraphy. Marconi's original intent was
point-to-point message delivery to ships at

sea or other remote locations unreach-
able by telegraph lines. The content of
these transmissions was Morse Coded -
data via Continuous wave (CW) mod-
ulation. It wasn't until later that the
application of public, point -to -multi -
point service using audio via AM
emerged, and the broadcast industry
was born. The core technology took
some twists and turns before it finally
attained killer-ap status.

Today, wireless is short for wireless
Internet, which attempts to extend

the Internet to portable devices. In the new wireless,
content is still represented via data pulses using an effi-
cient coding algorithm (albeit at substantially higher
throughputs than the old approach). The Internet was also
initially designed for point-to-point communications, but
has been later adapted for a point-to-multipoint modality
by some applications.

The Internet has already come a long way from its start as
a haven for government and academia to its current role as
an important engine of commerce. Its next logical step
involves shedding the tether to the desktop, allowing
mobile and portable usage. This presents yet another
parallel to radio: Although always a wireless medium, the
original radio receivers were large, homebound devices.
Portability didn't enter the consumer radio environment
until decades later.

receiver and a transmitter. This makes the wireless
Internet device more like a cell phone than a radio.

As a result, the first wireless Internet devices have taken
the form factor of enhanced cell phones or PDAs. Target-
ing or re-versioning of content for the different displays

found on these devices
is a current area of
development. Doing
this in a broadly
compatible way is a
challenge. Radio also
faced this issue, but

only to the extent of handling stereo and monaural audio
compatibly. Internet devices must consider display of
text, graphics and streaming content, plus a wide range of
applications and content types.

Another distinction between broadcast radio and the
wireless Internet is the short -haul vs. long -haul variation in
the wireless data world. Two-way wireless data interchange
standards have been developed for large-scale transmission
similar to broadcasting's coverage zones. Broadband ver-
sions of this modality are being developed under the terms
of 2.5G, 3G and 4G wireless systems. Meanwhile, standards
have also been developed for smaller -scale wireless
coverage zones, such as within a single user -domain. This
implies that a home might have broadband Internet access
via a traditional wired service (e.g., via DSL or cable modem)
but redistribute such a service to various nodes (receivers)
around the home in wireless fashion. Examples of short-
range wireless are Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11.

A final contrast is the cost and installed base of these
systems. At present, there is no comparison. The bar
has been set quite high by radio for penetration and
low-cost, portable service. New entrants will have to
become very cost-effective very quickly and/or offer
substantially different and more appealing content. For
this reason, it seems likely that even if emerging
wireless services enjoyed stupendous success, broad-
cast radio will not be replaced but only supplemented
by wireless Internet. Further, if wireless is a hit, broad-
cast radio providers are well positioned to move into
the market themselves and extend their established
brand via cross -promotion to the new platform. Ulti-
mately, therefore, broadcasters needn't worry much
about the new "wireless," but neither should they
ignore its development. If played properly, broadcast-
ers can hold a dominant position in both the old and the
new wireless worlds.

The core technology took some
twists and turns before it finally

attained killer-ap status.

Worlds apart
So much for similarities; now let's consider the differ-

ences between these two wireless environments. Per-
haps most fundamental is that because the Internet is
inherently a two-way communications system, any wire-
less device used by Internet consumers requires both a
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We've Broken the Price Barrier for a high -end DAW

The  ProPack offers yoJ the functionality and reliability found in large stations.
ProPack gives you everything you need to compose, produce and manage your
audio whether it's last-minute stringer reports, jing es or full-blown multitrack produc-
tions.

Here's what the ProPack comes
with:

Studio rackmounted ND converter and desktop
cont-ol console made by STUDER

 Intel PIII 800MHz, 256MB RAM, 30G HD, CD-ROM, 6
PCI slots in a rugged 4U (19") rackmount

 Windows 2000 Professional
System software bundle: DataBase Manager

Personal Edition and EZ Track 3 -track editor
 15" TFT flatscreen display
 Digigram PCX 924 professional I/O card
 Keyt oard and mouse

The Studio is a combination AID audio con-
verter and desktop controller console. Designed
by D A.V.I.D. in cooperation with STUDER, it fea-
tures balanced inputs, phantom power and
onbcard DSP. The desktop controller includes a
3 -channel mixer, smooth jog wheel and illuminated
function keys.

ProPack

SeNe etArNd

exAoeiee

on
Software features:

Easy b -Ise database application with drag -n -drop

Autorr a-ic file format recognition & conversion- MPEG,

WAV, RIFF and BWF

Auto -save and 99 -step undo

\ Time correction matches the audio clip length to

available time

Multiformat clipboard capable of storing both audio

and RTF text clips
DirectX plugin support, crossfada mixing, looping,

auto -duck and scrubbing

Upgrade to Multitrack Editor available

Upgrades Available -
Call or Check our Website

for Details

Circle (102) on Free Info Card or go to www oeradio.com.



DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER
 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

V1/1-)c)t_rtone Cir:rorcation
fel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatsfone.com

www.wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2001 by Whcatstorur Corporation

spricificetions and Mauna aubtect to chang without notice
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